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Abstract
In this paper we study how to distinguish two embeddings of a
finite collection of disjoint circles into the plane up to planar isotopy.
We adopt the spirit of the approach by V. Turaev, Operator Invari-
ants of Tangles, Math. USSR-Izv. 35 (1990), 411–444, by considering
a category of planar tangles and representing it in an “algebraic” cate-
gory. From this we can extract a numerical invariant for embeddings of
a finite collection of disjoint circles and this invariant is, up to certain
choices, complete.
1 Introduction
Let PT be the category of non-singular planar tangles whose objects are
finite sets of points in the real line identified up to 1-dimensional isotopies1,
and whose morphisms between two objects O1 and O2 are piecewise regular
1these objects can be regarded as finite ordinal numbers ∅, {0}, {0, 1}, ...
1
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1-dimensional manifolds, with boundary O1 × {1} ∪ O2 × {0}, embedded in
R× [0, 1] identified up to planar isotopies:
The composition of two morphisms t1 and t2 is defined by
t2 ◦ t1 := g(f(t1) ∪ t2)
where f(x, y) = (x, y + 1) and g(x, y) = (x, y/2).
t1 = t2 =
−→ t2◦t1 =
In this paper, the downward direction composition is used, some authors
use the opposite direction.
This category has the following presentation:
The generators are morphisms tˆn,k ∈ hom({1, ..., n − 1}, {1, ..., n + 1})
connecting (i, 1) to (i, 0) if i ≤ k − 2, (i, 1) to (i + 2, 0) if i ≥ k − 1 and
(k − 1, 0) to (k, 0):
tˆn,k =
1 2 ... k-2 k-1 n-2 n-1...
1 2 k-2 k-1 k k+1 n n+1... ,,,
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and tˇn,k ∈ hom({1, ..., n + 1}, {1, ..., n − 1}) connecting (i, 1) to (i, 0) if i ≤
k − 2, (i+ 2, 1) to (i, 0) if i ≥ k − 1 and (k − 1, 1) to (k, 1):
tˇn,k =
1 2 ... k-2 k-1
n-2 n-1
...
1 2 k-2 k-1
k k+1 n n+1
... ,,,
for any k, n ∈ N with 2 ≤ k ≤ n+ 1.
For the rest of this paper it is better to number the intervals instead of
the points:
tˆn,k =
1    2     ...       k-2     k-1      k     ...     n-1   n  
 1    2    ...    k-2  k-1   k   k+1   k+2  ...  n+1 n+2
tˇn,k =
1    2     ...   k-2   k-1   k   k+1 k+2  ...   n+1 n+2
  
 1    2    ...      k-2      k-1    k       ...    n-1   n
These generators satisfy the following relations:
k-1 k
k
k-1 k+1 k+2
k-1 k
n-1 n
n+1 n+2
n-1 n
...
...
...
1 2
1 2
1 2
...
...
...
=
k-2 k-1
k-2 k-1
n-1 n
n-1 n
...
...
...
1 2
1 2
...
...
...
1 2 k-2
k-1
k k+1 n+1 n+2
=
k-1 k
kk-1
k-1 k
n-1 n
n-1 n
n-1 n
...
...
...
1 2
1 2
1 2
...
...
...
tˇn,k+1 ◦ tˆn,k = tˇn,k−1 ◦ tˆn,k = idn
where idn := {1, ..., n} × [0, 1] is the identity morphism on {1, ..., n};
n-1 n
n+1 n+2
n+3 n+4
...
... ...
1 2
1 2
1 2
...
...
...
k
lk
=
n-1 n
n+1 n+2
n+3 n+4
...
... ...
1 2
1 2
1 2
...
...
... lk
l-2
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tˆn+2,l ◦ tˆn,k = tˆn+2,k ◦ tˆn,l−2
for l ≥ k + 2;
n-3 n-2
n-1 n
n+1 n+2
...
...
...1 2
1 2
1 2
...
...
... lk
l-2 =
n+1 n+2
n-1 n
n-3 n-2
...
...
...1 2
1 2
1 2
...
...
...
k
lk
tˇn−2,l−2 ◦ tˇn,k = tˇn−2,k ◦ tˇn,l
for l ≥ k + 2;
n-1 n
n-1 n
n-3 n-2
...1 2
1 2
1 2 ...
...
l-2
k
...
... =
n-1 n
n-1 n
n+1 n+2... ...
...1 2
1 2
1 2 ...
.
...
l
k
l-2
k
...
...
tˆn−2,l−2 ◦ tˇn−2,k = tˇn,k ◦ tˆn,l
for l ≥ k + 2 and
n-1 n
n-1 n
n+1 n+2......
...1 2
1 2
1 2 ...
...
...
l
k
l-2
k...
=
n-1 n
n-1 n
n-3 n-2...
...1 2
1 2
1 2 ...
... l-2
k...
tˇn,l ◦ tˆn,k = tˆn−2,k ◦ tˇn−2,l−2
for l ≥ k + 2.
Now we want to represent non-singular planar tangles by functions. That
is, we want to find functions Tˆn,k and Tˇn,k satisfying the following relations:
Tˇn,k+1 ◦ Tˆn,k = Tˇn,k−1 ◦ Tˆn,k = id
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Tˆn+2,l ◦ Tˆn,k = Tˆn+2,k ◦ Tˆn,l−2
for l ≥ k + 2;
Tˇn−2,l−2 ◦ Tˇn,k = Tˇn−2,k ◦ Tˇn,l
for l ≥ k + 2;
Tˆn−2,l−2 ◦ Tˇn−2,k = Tˇn,k ◦ Tˆn,l
for l ≥ k + 2 and
Tˇn,l ◦ Tˆn,k = Tˆn−2,k ◦ Tˇn−2,l−2
for l ≥ k + 2.
Our proposal is to represent PT by the following category PIM whose
objects are O1,O2,O3, ... where On is the set of pairs (R,
−→v ) such that
R = [ri,j] is a n× n Boolean matrix satisfying the following properties:
E1. R ≥ I (where I is the identity matrix);
E2. Rt = R (the matrix is symmetric);
E3. R2 = R (the matrix is idempotent);
T1. If ri,j = 1 then |i− j| is even;
T2. For any α ≤ β ≤ γ ≤ δ, rα,γrβ,δ ≤ rα,βrβ,γrγ,δ;
T3. For any α < β if rα,β = 1 then either rα+1,β−1 = 1 or there exists γ
between α and β such that rα,γ = 1.
and −→v is an array of n entries with values in a chosen lattice ordered monoid
M such that it is fixed by the action induced by R which we will define later:
EC. R ∗ −→v = −→v .
Note: The properties E1, E2 and E3 represent an equivalence relation,
and the properties T1, T2 and T3 have topological motivations (see the
explanation in section 3.1).
A morphism between Om and On is just a set function between the sets
Om and On.
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2 Algebraic interlude
Definition 1 The canonical Boolean algebra B is the set {0, 1} with two
binary operations: the sum + and the multiplication ·, and a unary operation
the negation ¬ such that ({0, 1},+, ·) is the (unique) semi-ring with 1+1 = 1,
¬0 = 1 and ¬1 = 0.
Definition 2 A Boolean matrix is a matrix with values in the canonical
Boolean algebra.
We define the operations sum, multiplication and transpose in the same
way as on real matrices:
Sum: [ai,j ] + [bi,j ] := [ci,j] where ci,j = ai,j + bi,j
Multiplication: [ai,j ][bi,j] := [ci,j] where ci,j =
n∑
k=1
ai,kbk,j
Transpose: [ai,j]
t := [aj,i]
There is a natural partial order relation on these matrices given in the
following way:
[ai,j ] ≤ [bi,j ] iff ai,j ≤ bi,j∀i,j
These matrices have many of the properties of real matrices.
Proposition 1 Let A, B and C be Boolean matrices with appropriate di-
mensions. We have:
1. (commutativity of the sum) A+B = B + A;
2. (associativity) (A+B) + C = A + (B + C) and (AB)C = A(BC);
3. (distributivity) A(B + C) = AB + AC and (A+B)C = AC +BC;
4. (existence of the zero matrix) A + O = A , AO = O and OA = O where
O is the matrix with all entries equal to zero;
5. (existence of the identity matrix) AI = A and IA = A where I = [δi,j ]
with δi,j = 1⇔ i = j;
7. (idempotency of the sum) A+ A = A;
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8. A ≤ B ⇔ A+B = B;
9. (AB)t = BtAt and (A +B)t = At +Bt;
10. A ≤ B ⇒ A+ C ≤ B + C and CA ≤ CB and AC ≤ BC and At ≤ Bt.
We can regard a square Boolean matrix R = [ri,j] of dimension n as a
binary relation ∼R on the set {1, ..., n}:
i ∼R j ⇔ ri,j = 1
Then:
Proposition 2 The binary relation ∼R represented by the matrix R is:
i. reflexive iff I ≤ R;
ii. symmetric iff Rt = R;
iii. transitive iff R2 ≤ R.
Thus we can transpose the notions of reflexivity, symmetry and tran-
sitivity from the binary relations to square Boolean matrices. Notice that
reflexivity and transitivity imply idempotency of the product for Boolean
matrices.
Proposition 3 (definition) Let A be a square Boolean matrix and let
A :=
∞∑
n=1
An = A+ A2 + ...
Then:
i. A is transitive;
ii. For any transitive matrix B, A ≤ B ⇒ A ≤ A ≤ B;
iii. A ≤ B ⇒ A ≤ B;
iv. A = A;
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v. If A ≥ I then A = An for some natural n.2
A is called the transitive closure of A.
Next we will define a lattice ordered additive monoid to be a commutative
monoid (M,⊕, ∅), where ⊕ is the binary operation of the monoid and ∅
is the zero element, with a partial order relation ≤ such that (M,≤) is a
distributive lattice with minimum ∅ and where the sum ⊕ is distributive
over the operations meet ∧ and join ∨. Formally, it is a set M with three
binary operations ⊕, ∨ and ∧ and an element ∅ such that for any a, b, c ∈ M
:
M. (M,⊕) is a commutative monoid:
M1. (commutativity) a⊕ b = b⊕ a;
M2. (associativity) (a⊕ b)⊕ c = a⊕ (b⊕ c);
M3. (existence of the zero element) ∅ ⊕ a = a;
L. (M,∨,∧) is a distributive lattice:
L1. (idempotency) a ∨ a = a and a ∧ a = a;
L2. (commutativity) a ∨ b = b ∨ a and a ∧ b = b ∧ a;
L3. (associativity) (a∨ b)∨ c = a∨ (b∨ c) and (a∧ b)∧ c = a∧ (b∧ c);
L4. (absorption) a ∧ (a ∨ b) = a and a ∨ (a ∧ b) = a;
L5. (distributivity) a ∧ (b ∨ c) = (a ∧ b) ∨ (a ∧ c) and a ∨ (b ∧ c) =
(a ∨ b) ∧ (a ∨ c);
C. The lattice and monoid structures of M are compatible by the following
axioms:
C1. ∅ ∨ a = a and ∅ ∧ a = ∅;
C2. a⊕ (b ∨ c) = (a⊕ b) ∨ (a⊕ c) and a⊕ (b ∧ c) = (a⊕ b) ∧ (a⊕ c).
Remember that by definition a∨ b = sup{a, b} and a∧ b = inf{a, b}. Also
we have a ≤ b⇔ a ∨ b = b⇔ a ∧ b = a. Using the axioms of such monoids3
we have the following properties:
2This is not true for matrices with infinite dimension.
3In this paper we will only consider monoids of this type and will refer to them simply
as monoids.
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P1. a ≤ a⊕ b;
P2. (a ∨ b)⊕ (a ∧ b) = a⊕ b.
The property P1 is very easy to prove and the proof of P2 follows from
the following inequalities:
(a ∨ b)⊕ (a ∧ b) = [a⊕ (a ∧ b)] ∨ [b⊕ (a ∧ b)]
= [(a⊕ a) ∧ (a⊕ b))] ∨ [(b⊕ a) ∧ (b⊕ b)]
≤ (a⊕ b) ∨ (b⊕ a)
= a⊕ b
(a ∨ b)⊕ (a ∧ b) = [(a ∨ b)⊕ a] ∧ [(a ∨ b)⊕ b]
= [(a⊕ a) ∨ (b⊕ a))] ∧ [(a⊕ b) ∨ (b⊕ b)]
≥ (b⊕ a) ∧ (a⊕ b)
= a⊕ b
Examples:
1. M := N0 = {0, 1, 2, ...}, ∅ := 0, a ⊕ b := a + b, a ∨ b := max{a, b} and
a ∧ b := min{a, b};
2. M := N1 = {1, 2, ...}, ∅ := 1, a ⊕ b := ab, a ∨ b := l.c.m.{a, b} and
a ∧ b := g.c.d.{a, b};
3. M a distributive lattice with minimum and ⊕ := ∨.
Now we consider the following action of the canonical Boolean algebra B
on a monoid M:
B ×M //M
(v,m)  // v ∗m
where
v ∗m :=
{
m if v = 1
∅ if v = 0
Then we have:
i. (v1v2) ∗m = v1 ∗ (v2 ∗m) ∀v1, v2 ∈ B;m ∈M;
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ii. (v1 + v2) ∗m = (v1 ∗m) ∨ (v2 ∗m) ∀v1, v2 ∈ B;m ∈M;
iii. v ∗ (m1 ∨m2) = (v ∗m1) ∨ (v ∗m2) ∀v ∈ B;m1, m2 ∈M;
iv. v ∗ (m1 ⊕m2) = (v ∗m1)⊕ (v ∗m2) ∀v ∈ B;m1, m2 ∈M.
Now we can define an action of Boolean matrices on arrays with values
in the monoid M.
Definition 3 Let [vi,j]m×n be a Boolean matrix and (aj)j=1,...,n be an array
in Mn. We define
[vi,j ] ∗ (aj) := (bi)i=1,...,m where bi =
n∨
j=1
vi,j ∗ aj
Proposition 4 For any Boolean matrices A and B and any arrays −→x and
−→y with values in M, we have:
1. (AB) ∗ −→x = A ∗ (B ∗ −→x );
2. (A+B) ∗ −→x = (A ∗ −→x ) ∨ (B ∗ −→x );
3. I ∗ −→x = −→x and O ∗ −→x =
−→
∅ ;
4. A ∗ (−→x ∨ −→y ) = (A ∗ −→x ) ∨ (A ∗ −→y );
5. A ∗ (−→x ⊕−→y ) ≤ (A ∗ −→x )⊕ (A ∗ −→y ).
where I is the identity matrix, O is the zero matrix, the operators ∨ and ⊕
are defined coordinate by coordinate in Mn and
−→
∅ = (∅, ..., ∅).
3 Representation of the category PT on PIM
To each object of PT with cardinality n we associate the object On+1 of
PIM.
The motivation is the following. An object O of PT gives a decompo-
sition of the real line into intervals, and each planar tangle that ends on O
decomposes the strip R× [0, 1] into regions whose boundaries contain these
intervals. Ordering the intervals in the natural way we will store in a Boolean
matrix the information about which intervals are in the same region, that
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is, the intervals i and j are in the same region if and only if the (i, j) entry
of the Boolean matrix is 1. Also to each interval we associate a value (in
the given monoid M) which is specific for the region to which the interval
belongs. Thus in this way, intervals in the same region have the same value
and therefore the array of values is fixed by the action of the matrix.
This should make clear the reason for the properties that the matrices
in On have to satisfy. Indeed, the author conjectures that any matrix with
the properties E1, E2, E3, T1, T2 and T3 has a geometric realization in this
form.
To obtain a functor from the category PT to the category PIM we need to
associate to each elementary tangle tˆn,k and tˇn,k functions Tˆn,k : On −→ On+2
and Tˇn,k : On+2 −→ On that satisfy the same relations as tˆn,k and tˇn,k.
We want these functions to preserve the motivation for the definition
of On. Specifically if (R,
−→v ) is an element of On, and R is the matrix
of connectivity of the intervals for a specific tangle that ends on the object
associated with On then the image (R
′,−→v ′) of (R,−→v ) by Tˆn,k (or Tˇn,k) has R
′
as the matrix of connectivity of the intervals which terminate the composition
of the tangle tˆn,k (or tˇn−2,k) with the specific tangle. Furthermore, if
−→v gives
the values assigned to the intervals, then −→v ′ gives the values assigned to the
intervals after composition with the tangle tˆn,k (or tˇn−2,k).
We will define Tˆn,k and Tˇn,k as follows
Tˆn,k(R,
−→v ) = (R′,−→v ′)
where
R′ = Bn,kRB
t
n,k +Dn+2,k
and
−→v ′ = Bn,k ∗
−→v
Bn,k is a Boolean matrix with n + 2 rows and n columns defined by
Bn,k := [bi,j ] with bi,j = 1 iff i = j < k or i = j + 2 > k.
Dn,k is the diagonal square Boolean matrix of dimension n defined by
Dn,k := [di,j] with di,j = 1 iff i = j = k.
We can regard the matrix Bn,k as the connectivity relation between the
upper and lower intervals of the tangle tˆn,k, that is, bi,j = 1 iff the upper
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interval j and the lower interval i are in the same region for the tangle tˆn,k
(or equivalently, iff the upper interval i and the lower interval j are in the
same region for the tangle tˇn,k).
In this sense the formula R′ = Bn,kRB
t
n,k+Dn+2,k means that two distinct
intervals i and j are in the same region after the composition with tˆn,k if i 6= k
and j 6= k and the intervals kˆ(i) and kˆ(j) (kˆ(i) = i if i < k, kˆ(i) = i + 2 if
i > k) are in the same region before the composition by tˆn,k. In other words
two intervals which not k are in the same region if the respective intervals
above them in the tangle tˆn,k are in the same region before the composition
with tˆn,k.
The formula −→v ′ = Bn,k ∗
−→v means that the extended regions (after the
composition with the tangle tˆn,k) preserve the old values and the new region
created over the interval k receives the value ∅.
Now we define Tˇn,k:
Tˇn,k(R,
−→v ) = (R′,−→v ′)
where
R′ = (Btn,kRBn,k)
2
and
−→v ′ = R′ ∗ [(Btn,k ∗
−→v )⊕ (en,k−1 ∗ xk)]
where en,k−1 is a 1-column Boolean matrix of dimension n defined by en,k−1 :=
[ǫi] with ǫi = 1 iff i = k − 1 and xk is a monoid value which depends on R
and−→v (despite this, we use the symbol xk instead of xk(R,
−→v ) to simplify
the notation), given by the following formula:
xk = [rk−1,k+1∗ϕ(vk)]⊕[(¬rk−1,k+1)∗(vk−1∧vk+1)] =
{
ϕ(vk) if rk−1,k+1 = 1
vk−1 ∧ vk+1 if rk−1,k+1 = 0
where rk−1,k+1 = e
t
n,k−1Ren,k+1 (the (k−1, k+1) entry of R) and ϕ : M −→ M
is a fixed function (without structure) independent4 of (R,−→v ).
The idea behind the formula R′ = (Btn,kRBn,k)
2 is the same as before. The
matrix Btn,kRBn,k transfers the relation between two intervals of belonging to
the same region from the top of the tangle tˇn,k to the bottom, and we need to
take the square power because the matrix Btn,kRBn,k may not be transitive,
4The representation depends on the choice of the function ϕ i.e. a different function ϕ
gives a different representation.
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since tˇn,k joins the regions associated to the intervals k− 1 and k+1 (which
may or may not be the same).
The formula −→v ′ = R′ ∗ [(Btn,k ∗
−→v )⊕ (en,k−1 ∗ xk)] plays a crucial rule in
the construction and needs a more careful explanation. What it says is that
the interval k− 1 receives the values of the old intervals k− 1 and k+1 and
if these intervals are in distinct regions then we sum them by the operation
⊕ (since (vk−1 ∨ vk+1)⊕ (vk−1 ∧ vk+1) = (vk−1 ⊕ vk+1) by P2).
v vv
v   + v
k-1 k k+1
k-1 k+1
If they are in the same region then we take their common value and sum to
it some modification (given by the function ϕ) of the value of the interval k
corresponding to a region which is closed after the composition with tˇn,k.
v v    =  vv
v   +   (v )
k-1 k k+1
k-1 k
k-1
The other intervals receive their former value if they are not in the region
associated to the interval k− 1 or receive the new value of the interval k− 1
if they are in the same region as that interval. This is why we take the action
of the matrix R′ on the array (Btn,k ∗
−→v )⊕ (en,k−1 ∗ xk) so as to transfer the
value of the interval k − 1 to others connected with it.
A better way of thinking about this may be that the array of values
describes the histories of the regions associated to each interval, which keep
track of the histories of any closed region inside them by means of the function
ϕ. The Boolean matrix essentially plays the role of an assistant storing the
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information about which intervals are in the same region. For example, in
the case of closed planar curves, which are morphisms from the empty set to
itself, we get in the end a one-dimensional square matrix (which is unique by
the condition E1) and a one-dimensional array (or simply a monoid value). So
in this case the Boolean matrix doesn’t matter at all and the only significant
content is the monoid value.
So as to simplify the notation we will always substitute tˆn,k, tˇn,k, Tˆn,k,
Tˇn,k, Bn,k, Dn,k and en,k by tˆk, tˇk, Tˆk, Tˇk, Bk, Dk and ek when n is implicit.
3.1 The well-definedness of the functions Tˆn,k and Tˇn,k
Tˆn,k : On −→ On+2
(R,−→v ) 7−→ (R′,−→v ′)
with R′ = BkRB
t
k +Dk and
−→v ′ = Bk ∗
−→v .
We need to check that ifR = [ri,j] is an n-dimensional matrix that satisfies
the conditions:
E1. R ≥ I;
E2. Rt = R;
E3. R2 = R;
T1. If ri,j = 1 then |i− j| is even;
T2. For any α ≤ β ≤ γ ≤ δ, rα,γrβ,δ ≤ rα,βrβ,γrγ,δ;
T3. For any α < β if rα,β = 1 then rα+1,β−1 = 1 or there exists γ between α
and β such that rα,γ = 1.
then the matrix R′ = BkRB
t
k + Dk is an n + 2-dimensional matrix that
satisfies the same conditions.
Also we need to prove that if −→v is fixed by the action of R:
EC. R ∗ −→v = −→v
then −→v ′ = Bk ∗
−→v is likewise fixed by the action of R′.
First we will check that R′ satisfies the conditions E1, E2, E3, T1, T2
and T3.
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E1:
R ≥ I ⇒ R′ = BkRB
t
k +Dk ≥ BkIB
t
k +Dk ≥ (I −Dk) +Dk = I
The operation minus on Boolean matrices is defined in the following
way:
[ai,j]− [bi,j ] = [ci,j] where ci,j = 1 iff ai,j > bi,j(i.e. ai,j = 1 and bi,j = 0)
It easy to see that, for any matrices A and B, (A − B) + B ≥ A and
A ≥ B ⇒ (A − B) + B = A. We leave it to the reader to check that
BkB
t
k ≥ I −Dk.
E2:
R = Rt ⇒ R′t = (BkRB
t
k +Dk)
t = BkR
tBtk +D
t
k = BkRB
t
k +Dk = R
′
E3:
R2 = R⇒ R′2 = (BkRB
t
k +Dk)
2
= BkRB
t
kBkRB
t
k +BkRB
t
kDk +DkBkRB
t
k +D
2
k
= BkRIRB
t
k +BkRO +ORBk +Dk
= BkRB
t
k +Dk
= R′
We leave it to the reader to check that BtkBk = I, B
t
kDk = O and
DkBk = O.
T1: The condition
ri,j = 1⇒ i− j ∈ 2Z
is equivalent to the condition
R ≤ Cn×n
where Cm×n is the chess board matrix of dimension m × n defined in
the following way:
Cm×n = [ci,j] i=1,...,m
j=1,...,n
with ci,j = 1 iff i− j ∈ 2Z
It is easy to see that Cl×mCm×n ≤ Cl×n (in fact, this is an equality un-
less m = 1), and also we have Bn,k ≤ C(n+2)×n and Dn,k ≤ C(n+2)×(n+2).
Thus R ≤ Cn×n ⇒ R
′ = BkRB
t
k + Dk ≤ C(n+2)×nCn×nCn×(n+2) +
C(n+2)×(n+2) ≤ C(n+2)×(n+2).
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T2: Let [ri,j ] = R and [r
′
i,j] = R
′ = BkRB
t
k +Dk.
Suppose that:
Hypothesis: ∀α≤β≤γ≤δ rα,γrβ,δ ≤ rα,βrβ,γrγ,δ.
We want to prove that:
Thesis: ∀α≤β≤γ≤δ r
′
α,γr
′
β,δ ≤ r
′
α,βr
′
β,γr
′
γ,δ.
In the case α = β or β = γ or γ = δ this assertion is true if [r′i,j ] = R
′
satisfies the conditions of an equivalence relation (E1, E2 and E3):
(1) r′i,i = 1 for any i;
(2) r′i,j = r
′
j,i for any i and j;
(3) r′i,jr
′
j,k ≤ r
′
i,k for any i, j and k.
which we have already seen to be true.
In fact, if α = β we have
r′α,γr
′
β,δ = r
′
α,γr
′
α,δ = r
′
γ,αr
′
α,δ ≤ r
′
γ,δ
and
r′α,γr
′
β,δ ≤ r
′
α,γ = r
′
β,γ
and
r′α,γr
′
β,δ ≤ 1 = r
′
α,α = r
′
α,β
thus
r′α,γr
′
β,δ ≤ r
′
α,βr
′
β,γr
′
γ,δ
if β = γ we have
r′α,γr
′
β,δ = r
′
α,βr
′
β,δ = r
′
α,βr
′
β,βr
′
β,δ = r
′
α,βr
′
β,γr
′
γ,δ
and if γ = δ we have
r′α,γr
′
β,δ = r
′
α,γr
′
β,γ = r
′
α,γr
′
γ,β ≤ r
′
α,β
and
r′α,γr
′
β,δ ≤ r
′
β,δ = r
′
β,γ
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and
r′α,γr
′
β,δ ≤ 1 = r
′
γ,γ = r
′
γ,δ
thus
r′α,γr
′
β,δ ≤ r
′
α,βr
′
β,γr
′
γ,δ
So we are left with the case α < β < γ < δ. It easy to see that
r′i,j =


rkˆ(i),kˆ(j) if i, j 6= k
δk,j if i = k
δi,k if j = k
where kˆ(i) =
{
i if i < k
i− 2 if i > k
and δi,k =
{
1 if i = k
0 if i 6= k
if k ∈ {α, β, γ, δ} (with α < β < γ < δ) then
r′α,γr
′
β,δ = 0 ≤ r
′
α,βr
′
β,γr
′
γ,δ
if k 6∈ {α, β, γ, δ} we have kˆ(α) ≤ kˆ(β) ≤ kˆ(γ) ≤ kˆ(δ) and then
r′α,γr
′
β,δ = r
′
kˆ(α),kˆ(γ)
r′
kˆ(β),kˆ(δ)
≤ r′
kˆ(α),kˆ(β)
r′
kˆ(β),kˆ(γ)
r′
kˆ(γ),kˆ(δ)
= r′α,βr
′
β,γr
′
γ,δ
T3: Suppose by hypothesis that:
Hypothesis: ∀α<β rα,β = 1 ⇒ rα+1,β−1 = 1 or ∃α<γ<β :
rα,γ = 1.
We want to prove
Thesis: ∀α<β r
′
α,β = 1⇒ r
′
α+1,β−1 = 1 or ∃α<γ<β : r
′
α,γ =
1.
where [ri,j] = R and [r
′
i,j ] = R
′ = BkRB
t
k +Dk. If β = α + 1 then the
thesis is true by the condition E2 or by the condition T1.
If β = α + 2 then the thesis is true by the condition E1.
Now, we consider β ≥ α + 3. If k = α or k = β we have r′α,β = 0, so
the thesis is true. If k = α+ 1 then r′α,k+1 = r
′
k−1,k+1 = rkˆ(k−1),kˆ(k+1) =
rk−1,k−1 = 1 and we have α = k − 1 < k + 1 < β, so the thesis is
true. If k = β− 1 then r′α,k−1 = r
′
α,βr
′
β,k−1 = r
′
α,βr
′
k+1,k−1 = r
′
α,β and we
have α < k − 1 < k + 1 = β, so the thesis is true. Now suppose that
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k 6∈ {α, α + 1, β − 1, β}. If r′α,β = rkˆ(α),kˆ(β) = 1 then, by hypothesis,
rkˆ(α)+1,kˆ(β)−1 = 1 or there exists kˆ(α) < γ
′ < kˆ(β) s.t. rkˆ(α),γ′ = 1.
Since k 6∈ {α, α + 1, β − 1, β} we have that kˆ(α) + 1 = kˆ(α + 1) and
kˆ(β)−1 = kˆ(β−1) (k 6∈ {α, α+1} ⇒ α+1 < k or k < α⇒ kˆ(α)+1 =
α + 1 = kˆ(α + 1) or kˆ(α) + 1 = α − 2 + 1 = kˆ(α + 1), and the same
argument for kˆ(β)−1 = kˆ(β−1)). Thus rkˆ(α)+1,kˆ(β)−1 = r
′
α+1,β−1. Since
kˆ : N \ {k} −→ N is surjective and monotone, for any γ′ between kˆ(α)
and kˆ(β) there exists γ between α and β such that γ′ = kˆ(γ). And
then rkˆ(α),γ′ = r
′
α,γ. Thus the thesis is true.
Now we only have to check the extra condition:
EC. R′ ∗ −→v ′ = −→v ′
assuming that −→v is fixed by the action of R.
R′ ∗ −→v ′ = (BkRB
t
k +Dk) ∗Bk ∗
−→v
= [(BkRB
t
k +Dk)Bk] ∗
−→v
= (BkRB
t
kBk +DkBk) ∗
−→v
= (BkR) ∗
−→v
= Bk ∗ (R ∗
−→v )
= Bk ∗
−→v
= −→v ′
Next we show that the function Tˇk is well-defined. Recall that:
Tˇn,k : On+2 −→ On
(R,−→v ) 7−→ (R′,−→v ′)
with
R′ = (BtkRBk)
2
and
−→v ′ = R′ ∗ [(Btk ∗
−→v )⊕ (ek−1 ∗ xk)]
where
xk = [rk−1,k+1∗ϕ(vk)]⊕[(¬rk−1,k+1)∗(vk−1∧vk+1)] =
{
ϕ(vk) if rk−1,k+1 = 1
vk−1 ∧ vk+1 if rk−1,k+1 = 0
Let us prove that R′ satisfies the six conditions in On and that
−→v ′ is fixed
by the action of R′.
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E1:
R ≥ I ⇒ R′ = (BtkRBk)
2 ≥ (BtkIBk)
2 = I2 = I
E2:
R = Rt ⇒ R′t = [(BtkRBk)
2]t = [(BtkRBk)
t]2 = (BtkR
tBk)
2 = (BtkRBk)
2 = R′
E3: To check the transitivity of R′ it is sufficient to prove that (BtkRBk)
3 ≤
(BtkRBk)
2 (assuming that R2 = R).
(BtkRBk)
3 = BtkRBkB
t
kRBkB
t
kRBk
≤ BtkR(I +BkDk−1B
t
k)RBkB
t
kRBk
= BtkRIRBkB
t
kRBk +B
t
kRBkDk−1B
t
kRBkB
t
kRBk
≤ BtkRBkB
t
kRBk +B
t
kRBkDk−1B
t
kR(I +BkDk−1B
t
k)RBk
= BtkRBkB
t
kRBk +B
t
kRBkDk−1B
t
kR
2Bk
+BtkRBkDk−1B
t
kRBkDk−1B
t
kRBk
≤ BtkRBkB
t
kRBk +B
t
kRBkDk−1B
t
kRBk +B
t
kRBkDk−1B
t
kRBk
= BtkRBkB
t
kRBk
= (BtkRBk)
2
We leave it to the reader to check that BkB
t
k ≤ I + BkDk−1B
t
k and
Dk−1B
t
kRBkDk−1 ≤ Dk−1.
T1:
R ≤ C(n+2)×(n+2) ⇒ R
′ = (BtkRBk)
2 ≤ (Cn×(n+2)C(n+2)×(n+2)C(n+2)×n)
2
≤ (Cn×n)
2 = Cn×n
.
T2: Using the ”equality” ri,j = e
t
iRej we need to check that:
Thesis: ∀α≤β≤γ≤δ e
t
αR
′eγe
t
βR
′eδ ≤ e
t
αR
′eβe
t
βR
′eγe
t
γR
′eδ.
assuming the hypothesis:
Hypothesis: ∀α≤β≤γ≤δ e
t
αReγe
t
βReδ ≤ e
t
αReβe
t
βReγe
t
γReδ.
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Since R′ satisfies the equivalence relation conditions (E1, E2 and E3)
the thesis is satisfied for α = β or β = γ or γ = δ. So we can assume
that α < β < γ < δ.
We will substitute the hypothesis by a more appropriate hypothesis.
But for that we need to introduce a new definition and same properties.
Let u and v be two one-column non-zero matrices. We define:
u ≺ v iff max{i : ui = 1} < min{i : vi = 1}.
Proposition 5 1. ≺ defines a strict order relation on the set of non-
zero one-column matrices;
2. u ≺ v, eα ≤ u and eβ ≤ u⇒ α < β;
3. (∀α<β<γ<δ e
t
αReγe
t
βReδ ≤ e
t
αReβe
t
βReγe
t
γReδ)⇒ (∀u≺v≺w≺x u
tRwvtRx ≤
utRvvtRwwtRx);
4. α < β ⇒ Bkeα ≺ Bkeβ.
Now we take a new (weaker) hypothesis:
N.H.: ∀α<β<γ<δ e
t
αB
t
kRBkeγe
t
βB
t
kRBkeδ ≤ e
t
αB
t
kRBkeβe
t
βB
t
kRBkeγe
t
γB
t
kRBkeδ.
etαR
′eγe
t
βR
′eδ = e
t
αB
t
kRBkB
t
kRBkeγe
t
βB
t
kRBkB
t
kRBkeδ
≤ etαB
t
kR(I + Ak)RBkeγe
t
βB
t
kR(I + Ak)RBkeδ
= etαB
t
kRBkeγe
t
βB
t
kRBkeδ + e
t
αB
t
kRAkRBkeγe
t
βB
t
kRBkeδ
+etαB
t
kRBkeγe
t
βB
t
kRAkRBkeδ + e
t
αB
t
kRAkRBkeγe
t
βB
t
kRAkRBkeδ
where
Ak = BkDk−1B
t
k = Bkek−1e
t
k−1B
t
k
Now, we only need to prove that:
(i) etαB
t
kRBkeγe
t
βB
t
kRBkeδ ≤ e
t
αR
′eβe
t
βR
′eγe
t
γR
′eδ;
(ii) etαB
t
kRAkRBkeγe
t
βB
t
kRBkeδ ≤ e
t
αR
′eβe
t
βR
′eγe
t
γR
′eδ;
(iii) etαB
t
kRBkeγe
t
βB
t
kRAkRBkeδ ≤ e
t
αR
′eβe
t
βR
′eγe
t
γR
′eδ;
(iv) etαB
t
kRAkRBkeγe
t
βB
t
kRAkRBkeδ ≤ e
t
αR
′eβe
t
βR
′eγe
t
γR
′eδ.
For that it is useful to observe that, for arbitrary square matrices,
etiXeje
t
kY el = e
t
kY ele
t
iXej ,
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etiXej = e
t
jX
tei
and
(etiXej)
2 = etiXej ,
since etiXej and e
t
kY el are one-dimensional square matrices.
(i)
etαB
t
kRBkeγe
t
βB
t
kRBkeδ ≤ e
t
αB
t
kRBkeβe
t
βB
t
kRBkeγe
t
γB
t
kRBkeδ
≤ etαR
′eβe
t
βR
′eγe
t
γR
′eδ
Observe that
BtkRBk ≤ (B
t
kRBk)
2 = R′ ⇒ etiB
t
kRBkej ≤ e
t
iR
′ej
(ii) etαB
t
kRAkRBkeγe
t
βB
t
kRBkeδ = e
t
αB
t
kRBkek−1e
t
k−1B
t
kRBkeγe
t
βB
t
kRBkeδ.
If k − 1 < β then
etαB
t
kRBkek−1e
t
k−1B
t
kRBkeγe
t
βB
t
kRBkeδ
≤ etαB
t
kRBkek−1e
t
k−1B
t
kRBkeβe
t
βB
t
kRBkeγe
t
γB
t
kRBkeδ
≤ etαR
′eβe
t
βR
′eγe
t
γR
′eδ
If k − 1 = β then
etαB
t
kRBkek−1e
t
k−1B
t
kRBkeγe
t
βB
t
kRBkeδ
= etαB
t
kRBkeβe
t
βB
t
kRBkeγe
t
βB
t
kRBkeδ
≤ etαR
′eβe
t
βR
′eγe
t
βR
′eδ
= etαR
′eβe
t
βR
′eγe
t
βR
′eγe
t
βR
′eδ
= etαR
′eβe
t
βR
′eγe
t
γR
′eβe
t
βR
′eδ
≤ etαR
′eβe
t
βR
′eγe
t
γR
′eδ
If β < k − 1 < δ then
etαB
t
kRBkek−1e
t
k−1B
t
kRBkeγe
t
βB
t
kRBkeδ
= etαB
t
kRBkek−1e
t
βB
t
kRBkeδe
t
k−1B
t
kRBkeγ
≤ etαB
t
kRBkeβe
t
βB
t
kRBkek−1e
t
k−1B
t
kRBkeδe
t
k−1B
t
kRBkeγ
≤ etαR
′eβe
t
βR
′ek−1e
t
k−1R
′eδe
t
k−1R
′eγ
= etαR
′eβe
t
βR
′ek−1e
t
k−1R
′eγe
t
γR
′ek−1e
t
k−1R
′eδ
≤ etαR
′eβe
t
βR
′eγe
t
γR
′eδ
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If k − 1 = δ then
etαB
t
kRBkek−1e
t
k−1B
t
kRBkeγe
t
βB
t
kRBkeδ
= etαB
t
kRBkeδe
t
δB
t
kRBkeγe
t
βB
t
kRBkeδ
= etαB
t
kRBkeδ(e
t
δB
t
kRBkeβ)
2etγB
t
kRBkeδ
≤ etαR
′eβe
t
βR
′eδ(e
t
γR
′eδ)
2
= etαR
′eβe
t
βR
′eδe
t
δR
′eγe
t
γR
′eδ
≤ etαR
′eβe
t
βR
′eγe
t
γR
′eδ
If k − 1 > δ then
etαB
t
kRBkek−1e
t
k−1B
t
kRBkeγe
t
βB
t
kRBkeδ
= etαB
t
kRBkek−1e
t
βB
t
kRBkeδe
t
γB
t
kRBkek−1
≤ etαB
t
kRBkek−1e
t
βB
t
kRBkeγe
t
γB
t
kRBkeδe
t
δB
t
kRBkek−1
≤ etαR
′ek−1e
t
βR
′eγe
t
γR
′eδe
t
δR
′ek−1
= etαR
′ek−1e
t
k−1R
′eδe
t
βR
′eγe
t
γR
′eδ
≤ etαR
′eδe
t
βR
′eγe
t
γR
′eδ
= etαR
′eβe
t
βR
′eγe
t
γR
′eδ
(iii) etαB
t
kRBkeγe
t
βB
t
kRAkRBkeδ = e
t
δB
t
kRAkRBkeβe
t
γB
t
kRBkeα.
Since all arguments in case (ii) are valid reversing the order of
α, β, γ and δ, we have that: etαB
t
kRBkeγe
t
βB
t
kRAkRBkeδ ≤ e
t
αR
′eβe
t
βR
′eγe
t
γR
′eδ.
(iv)
etαB
t
kRAkRBkeγe
t
βB
t
kRAkRBkeδ
= etαB
t
kRBkek−1e
t
k−1B
t
kRBkeγe
t
βB
t
kRBkek−1e
t
k−1B
t
kRBkeδ
≤ etαR
′ek−1e
t
k−1R
′eγe
t
βR
′ek−1e
t
k−1R
′eδ
= etαR
′ek−1e
t
k−1R
′eβe
t
βR
′ek−1e
t
k−1R
′eγe
t
γR
′ek−1e
t
k−1R
′eδ
≤ etαR
′eβe
t
βR
′eγe
t
γR
′eδ
T3: Lemma 6 If R = [ri,j] represents an equivalence relation, then the fol-
lowing statements are equivalent:
(i) ∀α<β rα,β = 1⇒ rα+1,β−1 = 1 or ∃α<γ<β : rα,γ = 1;
(ii) ∀α<β rα,β = 1⇒ ∃α<γ≤β : rα,γ = rα+1,γ−1 = 1;
(iii) ∀α<β rα,β = 1⇒ rα+1,β−1 = 1 or ∃α<γ<β : rγ,β = 1;
(iv) ∀α<β rα,β = 1⇒ ∃α≤γ<β : rγ,β = rγ+1,β−1 = 1.
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Proof. It easy to see that (ii) ⇒ (i) and (iv) ⇒ (iii). To see
that (i) ⇒ (ii) we take γ = inf{δ ≤ β : rα,δ = 1} and to see that
(iii)⇒ (iv) we take γ = sup{δ ≥ α : rδ,β = 1}. (i)⇔ (iii) results from
the transitivity of [ri,j].
Now we want to see that [r′i,j] = (B
t
kRBk)
2 satisfies one of the state-
ments of the lemma (assuming that R = [ri,j] also satisfies the same
statements and the remaining conditions on On+2). Using the prop-
erties of R = [ri,j ] and the relation R
′ = [r′i,j] = (B
t
kRBk)
2 we can
set:
r′α,β =


rα,β + rα,k+1rk−1,β if k − 1 > β
rα,k−1 + rα,k+1 if k − 1 = β
rα,β+2 + rα,k−1rk+1,β+2 if α < k − 1 < β
rk−1,β+2 + rk+1,β+2 if k − 1 = α
rα+2,β+2 + rα+2,k+1rk−1,β+2 if k − 1 < α
Case A: k−1 > β. r′α,β = rα,β+rα,k+1rk−1,β = 1⇒ rα,β = 1 or rα,k+1 =
rk−1,β = 1.
A.1: rα,β = 1 ⇒ ∃α<γ1≤β : rα+1,γ1−1 = rα,γ1 = 1 ⇒ ∃α<γ1≤β :
r′α+1,γ1−1 = r
′
α,γ1
= 1.
A.2: rα,k+1 = rk−1,β = 1⇒ ∃α<γ2≤k+1 : rα+1,γ2−1 = rα,γ2 = 1.
A.2.1: If γ2 ≤ β then we have r
′
α+1,γ2−1
= r′α,γ2 = 1 with
α < γ2 ≤ β.
A.2.2: If β < γ2 ≤ k − 1 we can use the condition T2 to get
rα,β = 1 (case A.1) since rα,γ2 = 1 and rβ,k−1 = 1.
A.2.3: If γ2 = k we have rα,k = 1 which together with
rα,k+1 = 1 contradicts the condition T1.
A.2.4: If γ2 = k+1 then rα+1,k = 1⇒ ∃α+1≤γ3<k : rγ3+1,k−1 =
rγ3,k = 1.
A.2.4.1: If β ≤ γ3 ≤ k − 1 we can use the condition T2
to get rk−1,k = 1 (which contradicts the condition T1)
since rβ,k−1 = 1 and rγ3,k = 1.
A.2.4.2: If α+1 ≤ γ3 ≤ β−1 we have r
′
γ3+1,α
= 1 (since
rγ3+1,k−1 = 1 and rk+1,α = 1) and rγ3,α+1 = 1 (since
rγ3,k = 1 and rk,α+1 = 1). Taking γ4 = γ3 + 1 we have
r′α+1,γ4−1 = r
′
α,γ4
= 1 with α < γ4 ≤ β.
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Case B: k−1 = β. r′α,β = rα,k−1+rα,k+1 = 1⇒ rα,k−1 = 1 or rα,k+1 =
1.
B.1: rα,k−1 = 1⇒ ∃α<γ1≤k−1 : rα+1,γ1−1 = rα,γ1 = 1⇒ ∃α<γ1≤k−1 :
r′α+1,γ1−1 = r
′
α,γ1
= 1.
B.2: rα,k+1 = 1⇒ ∃α<γ2≤k+1 : rα+1,γ2−1 = rα,γ2 = 1.
B.2.1: If γ2 ≤ k − 1 then we have r
′
α+1,γ2−1
= r′α,γ2 = 1 with
α < γ2 ≤ k − 1 = β.
B.2.2: If γ2 = k we have rα,k = 1 which together with
rα,k+1 = 1 contradicts the condition T1.
B.2.3: If γ2 = k+1 then rα+1,k = 1⇒ ∃α+1≤γ3<k : rγ3+1,k−1 =
rγ3,k = 1.
B.2.3.1: If γ3 = k − 1 then rγ3+1,k−1 = rk,k−1 = 1 which
contradicts the condition T1.
B.2.3.2: If α+1 ≤ γ3 ≤ k− 2 we have r
′
γ3+1,α
= 1 (since
rγ3+1,k−1 = 1 and rk+1,α = 1) and rγ3,α+1 = 1 (since
rγ3,k = 1 and rk,α+1 = 1). Taking γ4 = γ3 + 1 we have
r′α+1,γ4−1 = r
′
α,γ4
= 1 with α < γ4 ≤ k − 1.
Case C: α < k− 1 < β. r′α,β = rα,β+2+ rα,k+1rk−1,β+2 = 1⇒ rα,β+2 =
1 or rα,k+1 = rk−1,β+2 = 1.
C.1: rα,β+2 = 1⇒ ∃α<γ1≤β+2 : rα+1,γ1−1 = rα,γ1 = 1 and ∃α≤γ2<β+2 :
rγ2,β+2 = rγ2+1,β+1 = 1.
C.1.1: If γ1 ≥ γ2 + 1 we can use the condition T2 to get
rα,β+1 = 1 since rα,γ1 = 1 and rγ2+1,β+1 = 1. This together
with rα,β+2 = 1 contradicts the condition T1.
C.1.2: If γ1 ≤ γ2 then γ1 < k or γ2 > k or γ1 = γ2 = k.
C.1.2.1: If γ1 < k then rα+1,γ1−1 = rα,γ1 = 1⇒ r
′
α+1,γ1−1
=
r′α,γ1 = 1 with α < γ1 < k ≤ β.
C.1.2.2: If γ2 > k then rγ2,β+2 = rγ2+1,β+1 = 1 ⇒
r′γ2,β+2 = r
′
γ2+1,β+1
= 1 with α ≤ k − 2 < γ2 − 2 < β.
C.1.2.3: If γ1 = γ2 = k then rα+1,γ1−1 = rα+1,k−1 = 1
and rγ2+1,β+1 = rk+1,β+1 = 1 which implies r
′
α+1,β−1 =
1.
C.2: rα,k−1 = rk+1,β+2 = 1⇒ r
′
α,k−1 = 1 with α < k − 1 < β.
Case D: k − 1 = α. This case is analogous to case B.
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Case E: k − 1 < α. This case is analogous to case A.
Now we only have to check the condition:
EC. R′ ∗ −→v ′ = −→v ′
which is obvious from the definition of −→v ′ because R′ is idempotent.
3.2 Checking the relations on Tˆk and Tˇk
Now we are going to prove that Tˆk and Tˇk satisfy the following relations:
1. Tˇk+1 ◦ Tˆk = Tˇk−1 ◦ Tˆk = id;
2. Tˆl ◦ Tˆk = Tˆk ◦ Tˆl−2 for l ≥ k + 2;
3. Tˇk ◦ Tˆl = Tˆl−2 ◦ Tˇk and Tˇl ◦ Tˆk = Tˆk ◦ Tˇl−2 for l ≥ k + 2;
4. Tˇk ◦ Tˇl = Tˇl−2 ◦ Tˇk for l ≥ k + 2.
We begin by checking the first relation.
1. Tˇk+1 ◦ Tˆk = Tˇk−1 ◦ Tˆk = id.
Let (R1,
−→a ) ∈ On, (R2,
−→
b ) = Tˆk(R1,
−→a ) and (R3,
−→c ) = Tˇk+1(R2,
−→
b ) =
Tˇk+1 ◦ Tˆk(R1,
−→a ).
We want to show that (R3,
−→c ) = (R1,
−→a ).{
R2 = BkR1B
t
k +Dk = BkR1B
t
k + I
R3 = (B
t
k+1R2Bk+1)
2 ⇒ R3 = [B
t
k+1(BkR1B
t
k+I)Bk+1]
2
R3 = (B
t
k+1BkR1B
t
kBk+1 +B
t
k+1Bk+1)
2 = (R1 + I)
2 = R21 = R1
We leave it to the reader to check the identities Btk+1Bk = I and
Btk+1Bk+1 = I.{
−→c = R3 ∗ [(B
t
k+1 ∗
−→
b )⊕ (ek ∗ xk+1)]
−→
b = Bk ∗
−→a
⇒ −→c = R3∗[(B
t
k+1∗(Bk∗
−→a ))⊕(ek∗xk+1)]
where xk+1 = [rk,k+2 ∗ ϕ(bk+1)]⊕ [(¬rk,k+2) ∗ (bk ∧ bk+2)] with
rk,k+2 = e
t
kR2ek+2 = e
t
k(BkR1B
t
k+Dk)ek+2 = e
t
kBkR1B
t
kek+2+e
t
kDkek+2 = 0
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thus xk+1 = bk ∧ bk+2 = ∅ ∧ ak = ∅.
Then we have
−→c = R3 ∗ [((B
t
k+1Bk) ∗
−→a )⊕ (ek ∗ ∅)] = R1 ∗ (
−→a ⊕ ∅) = R1 ∗
−→a = −→a
To check the identity Tˇk−1 ◦ Tˆk = id we use the same procedure.
2. Tˆl ◦ Tˆk = Tˆk ◦ Tˆl−2 for l ≥ k + 2.
Let (R1,
−→a ) ∈ On, (R2,
−→
b ) = Tˆk(R1,
−→a ) and (R3,
−→c ) = Tˆl(R2,
−→
b ) =
Tˆl◦Tˆk(R1,
−→a ), and let (R′2,
−→
b ′) = Tˆl−2(R1,
−→a ) and (R′3,
−→c ′) = Tˆk(R
′
2,
−→
b ′) =
Tˆk ◦ Tˆl−2(R1,
−→a ). We want to check that (R′3,
−→c ′) = (R3,
−→c ).
R3 = BlR2B
t
l +Dl
= Bl(BkR1B
t
k +Dk)B
t
l +Dl
= BlBkR1B
t
kB
t
l +BlDkB
t
l +Dl
= (BlBk)R1(BlBk)
t +Dk +Dl
and
R′3 = BkR
′
2B
t
k +Dk
= Bk(Bl−2R1B
t
l−2 +Dl−2)B
t
k +Dk
= BkBl−2R1B
t
l−2B
t
k +BkDl−2B
t
k +Dk
= (BkBl−2)R1(BkBl−2)
t +Dl +Dk
Thus R′3 = R3. We leave it to the reader to check BlDkB
t
l = Dk,
BkDl−2B
t
k = Dl and BlBk = BkBl−2.{
−→c = Bl ∗
−→
b = Bl ∗ (Bk ∗
−→a ) = (BlBk) ∗
−→a
−→c ′ = Bk ∗
−→
b ′ = Bk ∗ (Bl−2 ∗
−→a ) = (BkBl−2) ∗
−→a
⇒ −→c ′ = −→c .
3. Tˇk ◦ Tˆl = Tˆl−2 ◦ Tˇk and Tˇl ◦ Tˆk = Tˆk ◦ Tˇl−2 for l ≥ k + 2.
Let (R1,
−→a ) ∈ On, (R2,
−→
b ) = Tˆl(R1,
−→a ) and (R3,
−→c ) = Tˇk(R2,
−→
b ) =
Tˇk◦Tˆl(R1,
−→a ), and let (R′2,
−→
b ′) = Tˇk(R1,
−→a ) and (R′3,
−→c ′) = Tˆl−2(R
′
2,
−→
b ′) =
Tˆl−2 ◦ Tˇk(R1,
−→a ).
We want to check that (R′3,
−→c ′) = (R3,
−→c ).
First the case l > k + 2 (where we have the identity BtkBl = Bl−2B
t
k).
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R3 = (B
t
kR2Bk)
2
= [Btk(BlR1B
t
l +Dl)Bk]
2
= (BtkBlR1B
t
lBk +B
t
kDlBk)
2
= (Bl−2B
t
kR1BkB
t
l−2 +Dl−2)
2
= Bl−2B
t
kR1BkB
t
l−2Bl−2B
t
kR1BkB
t
l−2 +Bl−2B
t
kR1BkB
t
l−2Dl−2
+Dl−2Bl−2B
t
kR1BkB
t
l−2 +D
2
l−2
= Bl−2B
t
kR1BkIB
t
kR1BkB
t
l−2 +Bl−2B
t
kR1BkO +OB
t
kR1BkB
t
l−2 +Dl−2
= Bl−2B
t
kR1BkB
t
kR1BkB
t
l−2 +Dl−2
= Bl−2(B
t
kR1Bk)
2Btl−2 +Dl−2
= Bl−2R
′
2B
t
l−2 +Dl−2
= R′3
We leave it to the reader to check BtkDlBk = Dl−2.
−→c = R3 ∗ [(B
t
k ∗
−→
b ) ⊕ (ek−1 ∗ xk)] where xk = [r
(2)
k−1,k+1 ∗ ϕ(bk)] ⊕
[(¬r
(2)
k−1,k+1)∗(bk−1∧bk+1)] with r
(2)
k−1,k+1 = e
t
k−1R2ek+1 and
−→
b = Bl∗
−→a .
In this way:
−→c = R3 ∗ [(B
t
kBl ∗
−→a )⊕ (ek−1 ∗ xk)]
= R′3 ∗ [(Bl−2B
t
k ∗
−→a )⊕ (ek−1 ∗ xk)]
= (Bl−2R
′
2B
t
l−2 +Dl−2) ∗ [(Bl−2B
t
k ∗
−→a )⊕ (ek−1 ∗ xk)]
= {(Bl−2R
′
2B
t
l−2) ∗ [(Bl−2B
t
k ∗
−→a )⊕ (ek−1 ∗ xk)]}
∨{Dl−2 ∗ [(Bl−2B
t
k ∗
−→a )⊕ (ek−1 ∗ xk)]}
Lemma 7 Let M = [µi,j] be a Boolean matrix and let
−→v and −→w be
two arrays. If, for each index i, we have one of the following situations:
(1) µi,j ∗ wj = ∅ for all j (or µi,j ∗ vj = ∅ for all j);
(2) µi,j = 1 for, at most, a single index j;
then M ∗ (−→v ⊕−→w ) = (M ∗ −→v )⊕ (M ∗ −→w ).
Proof. Let −→x := M ∗ (−→v ⊕−→w ) and −→y := (M ∗−→v )⊕ (M ∗−→w ). We
have
xi =
n∨
j=1
µi,j ∗ (vj ⊕ wj) =
n∨
j=1
[(µi,j ∗ vj)⊕ (µi,j ∗ wj)]
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and
yi = (
n∨
j=1
µi,j ∗ vj)⊕ (
n∨
j=1
µi,j ∗ wj)
(1) If µi,j ∗ wj = ∅ for all j then
xi =
∨
j
[(µi,j ∗ vj)⊕ ∅] =
∨
j
µi,j ∗ vj
and
yi = (
∨
j
µi,j ∗ vj)⊕ (
∨
j
∅) =
∨
j
µi,j ∗ vj
(2) If there exists k such that µi,j = 1⇒ j = k then
xi =
∨
j
[(µi,j ∗ vj)⊕ (µi,j ∗ wj)] = (µi,k ∗ vk)⊕ (µi,k ∗ wk)
and
yi = (
∨
j
µi,j ∗ vj)⊕ (
n∨
j=1
µi,j ∗ wj) = (µi,k ∗ vk)⊕ (µi,k ∗ wk)
With this lemma we have that:
Btl−2∗ [(Bl−2B
t
k ∗
−→a )⊕(ek−1∗xk)] = (B
t
l−2Bl−2B
t
k ∗
−→a )⊕(Btl−2ek−1∗xk)
by the condition (2) of the lemma for i 6= l − 3, and by the condition
(1) for i = l − 3; and
Dl−2∗ [(Bl−2B
t
k ∗
−→a )⊕(ek−1∗xk)] = (Dl−2Bl−2B
t
k∗
−→a )⊕(Dl−2ek−1∗xk)
by the condition (2) of the lemma.
Thus
−→c = {(Bl−2R
′
2B
t
l−2) ∗ [(Bl−2B
t
k ∗
−→a )⊕ (ek−1 ∗ xk)]}
∨{Dl−2 ∗ [(Bl−2B
t
k ∗
−→a )⊕ (ek−1 ∗ xk)]}
= {(Bl−2R
′
2) ∗ [(B
t
l−2Bl−2B
t
k ∗
−→a )⊕ (Btl−2ek−1 ∗ xk)]}
∨[(Dl−2Bl−2B
t
k ∗
−→a )⊕ (Dl−2ek−1 ∗ xk)]
= {(Bl−2R
′
2) ∗ [(B
t
k ∗
−→a )⊕ (Btl−2ek−1 ∗ xk)]} ∨ [(OB
t
k ∗
−→a )⊕ (O ∗ xk)]
= (Bl−2R
′
2) ∗ [(B
t
k ∗
−→a )⊕ (ek−1 ∗ xk)]
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On the other hand
−→c ′ = Bl−2 ∗
−→
b ′
= Bl−2 ∗ {R
′
2 ∗ [(B
t
k ∗
−→a )⊕ (ek−1 ∗ x
′
k)]}
= (Bl−2R
′
2) ∗ [(B
t
k ∗
−→a )⊕ (ek−1 ∗ x
′
k)]
where x′k = [r
(1)
k−1,k+1∗ϕ(ak)]⊕[(¬r
(1)
k−1,k+1)∗(ak−1∧ak+1)] with r
(1)
k−1,k+1 =
etk−1R1ek+1.
To check −→c ′ = −→c we only need to prove that x′k = xk.
r
(2)
k−1,k+1 = e
t
k−1R2ek+1
= etk−1(BlR1B
t
l +Dl)ek+1
= etk−1BlR1B
t
l ek+1 + e
t
k−1Dlek+1
= etk−1R1ek+1
= r
(1)
k−1,k+1
−→
b = Bl ∗
−→a and l > k + 2 implies that bk−1 = ak−1, bk = ak and
bk+1 = ak+1.
Then
xk = [r
(2)
k−1,k+1 ∗ ϕ(bk)]⊕ [(¬r
(2)
k−1,k+1) ∗ (bk−1 ∧ bk+1)]
= [r
(1)
k−1,k+1 ∗ ϕ(ak)]⊕ [(¬r
(1)
k−1,k+1) ∗ (ak−1 ∧ ak+1)]
= x′k
Now, let us study the case l = k + 2.
In this case, in contrast with the case l > k+2, we don’t have BtkBl =
Bl−2B
t
k. In fact, B
t
kBk+2 = (I−Dk)+Qk−1,k+1 and BkB
t
k = (I−Dk)+
Qk−1,k+1+Qk+1,k−1 where Qα,β = eαe
t
β (i.e. all entries of Qα,β are zero
except the entry (α, β)). Thus BtkBk+2 < BkB
t
k.
R3 = (B
t
kR2Bk)
2
= [Btk(Bk+2R1B
t
k+2 +Dk+2)Bk]
2
= (BtkBk+2R1B
t
k+2Bk +B
t
kDk+2Bk)
2
= (BtkBk+2R1B
t
k+2Bk +Dk)
2
= BtkBk+2R1B
t
k+2BkB
t
kBk+2R1B
t
k+2Bk +B
t
kBk+2R1B
t
k+2BkDk
+DkB
t
kBk+2R1B
t
k+2Bk +D
2
k
= BtkBk+2R1B
t
k+2BkB
t
kBk+2R1B
t
k+2Bk +Dk
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because
BtkBk+2R1B
t
k+2BkDk ≤ B
t
kBk+2R1BkB
t
kDk = B
t
kBk+2R1BkO = O
and
DkB
t
kBk+2R1B
t
k+2Bk = (B
t
kBk+2R1B
t
k+2BkDk)
t = O
R′3 = BkR
′
2B
t
k +Dk
= Bk(B
t
kR1Bk)
2Btk +Dk
= BkB
t
kR1BkB
t
kR1BkB
t
k +Dk
Since Btk+2Bk ≤ BkB
t
k and B
t
kBk+2 ≤ BkB
t
k, we have
R3 = B
t
kBk+2R1B
t
k+2BkB
t
kBk+2R1B
t
k+2Bk +Dk
≤ BkB
t
kR1BkB
t
kBkB
t
kR1BkB
t
k +Dk
= R′3
On the other hand, since Btk+2BkB
t
kBk+2 = BkB
t
k, we have
R′3 = BkB
t
kR1BkB
t
kR1BkB
t
k +Dk
= Btk+2BkB
t
kBk+2R1B
t
k+2BkB
t
kBk+2R1B
t
k+2BkB
t
kBk+2 +Dk
= Btk+2Bk(B
t
kBk+2R1B
t
k+2BkB
t
kBk+2R1B
t
k+2Bk +Dk)B
t
kBk+2 +Dk
= Btk+2BkR3B
t
kBk+2 +Dk
≤ BkB
t
kR3BkB
t
k +Dk
≤ R33 +Dk
= R3
Thus R3 = R
′
3.
Here we make use of the following inequalities:
Btk+2BkDkB
t
kBk+2 ≤ BkB
t
kDkB
t
kBk+2 = O
and
R3 = (B
t
kR2Bk)
2
= [Btk(Bk+2R1B
t
k+2 +Dk+2)Bk]
2
≥ (BtkBk+2R1B
t
k+2Bk)
2
≥ (BtkBk+2B
t
k+2Bk)
2
= (BkB
t
k)
2
= BkB
t
k
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−→c = R3 ∗ [(B
t
k ∗
−→
b )⊕ (ek−1 ∗ xk)]
= R′3 ∗ [(B
t
kBk+2 ∗
−→a )⊕ (ek−1 ∗ xk)]
= (BkR
′
2B
t
k +Dk) ∗ [(B
t
kBk+2 ∗
−→a )⊕ (ek−1 ∗ xk)]
= {(BkR
′
2B
t
k) ∗ [(B
t
kBk+2 ∗
−→a )⊕ (ek−1 ∗ xk)]}
∨{Dk ∗ [(B
t
kBk+2 ∗
−→a )⊕ (ek−1 ∗ xk)]}
= (BkR
′
2B
t
k) ∗ [(B
t
kBk+2 ∗
−→a )⊕ (ek−1 ∗ xk)]
because, using lemma 7, we have
Dk∗ [(B
t
kBk+2∗
−→a )⊕(ek−1∗xk)] = (DkB
t
kBk+2∗
−→a )⊕(Dkek−1∗xk) = ∅
since DkB
t
kBk+2 ≤ DkBkB
t
k = O and Dkek−1 = O.
−→c ′ = Bk ∗
−→
b ′
= Bk ∗ {R
′
2 ∗ [(B
t
k ∗
−→a )⊕ (ek−1 ∗ x
′
k)]}
= (BkR
′
2) ∗ [(B
t
k ∗
−→a )⊕ (ek−1 ∗ x
′
k)]
Lemma 8 Let −→v be an array with values in a monoid. If vk+1 ≤ vk−1
then Btk ∗
−→v = Xk ∗
−→v where Xk = B
t
k(I −Dk+1).
Proof. Xk differs from B
t
k only in the entry (k − 1, k + 1) which
is 0 in Xk and 1 in B
t
k. Thus we only need to check the equality
Btk ∗
−→v = Xk ∗
−→v for the k − 1 coordinate which is vk−1 ∨ vk+1 in
Btk ∗
−→v and vk−1 in Xk ∗
−→v . Since, by hypothesis, vk+1 ≤ vk−1 we have
the equality.
The k + 1 coordinate of (BtkBk+2 ∗
−→a )⊕ (ek−1 ∗ xk) is
etk+1 ∗ [(B
t
kBk+2 ∗
−→a )⊕ (ek−1 ∗ xk)] = (e
t
k+1B
t
kBk+2 ∗
−→a )⊕ (etk+1ek−1 ∗ xk)
= (etk+1 ∗
−→a )⊕ (0 ∗ xk)
= ak+1
and the k − 1 coordinate of (BtkBk+2 ∗
−→a )⊕ (ek−1 ∗ xk) is
etk−1 ∗ [(B
t
kBk+2 ∗
−→a )⊕ (ek−1 ∗ xk)] = (e
t
k−1B
t
kBk+2 ∗
−→a )⊕ (etk−1ek−1 ∗ xk)
= [(etk−1 + e
t
k+1) ∗
−→a ]⊕ (1 ∗ xk)
= (ak−1 ∨ ak+1)⊕ xk
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Thus, we may apply the previous lemma
Btk ∗ [(B
t
kBk+2 ∗
−→a )⊕ (ek−1 ∗ xk)] = Xk ∗ [(B
t
kBk+2 ∗
−→a )⊕ (ek−1 ∗ xk)]
= (XkB
t
kBk+2 ∗
−→a )⊕ (Xkek−1 ∗ xk)
= (Btk ∗
−→a )⊕ (ek−1 ∗ xk)
We leave it to the reader to check that XkB
t
kBk+2 = B
t
k. Therefore
−→c = (BkR
′
2B
t
k) ∗ [(B
t
kBk+2 ∗
−→a )⊕ (ek−1 ∗ xk)]
= (BkR
′
2) ∗ [(B
t
k ∗
−→a )⊕ (ek−1 ∗ xk)]
and thus −→c = −→c ′ if xk = x
′
k and we can check this using the same
proof as was used in the case l > k + 2.
Now, let us study the other relation Tˇl ◦ Tˆk = Tˆk ◦ Tˇl−2 for l ≥ k + 2.
We know that Tˇl′ ◦ Tˆk′ = Tˆk′−2 ◦ Tˇl′ for k
′ ≥ l′ + 2 (substituting k by l′
and l by k′ in the relation we have already proved).
We will use a mirror symmetry between these two relations. For that
purpose, let us introduce the function mirror symmetry defined as fol-
low:
Mn : On −→ On
(R,−→v ) 7−→ (SnRSn, Sn ∗
−→v )
where Sn is the n-dimensional square matrix defined by
Sn := [si,j] with si,j = 1 iff i+ j = n+ 1.
We have that Mn ◦ Mn is the identity function on On since S
2
n =
I. Also, hearing in mind the relations Sn+2Bn,kSn = Bn,n+3−k and
Sn+2Dn+2,kSn+2 = Dn+2,n+3−k, it is not too hard
5 to check the commu-
tativity of the following squares:
OnOO
Mn

Tˆk // On+2OO
Mn+2

On
Tˆn+3−k
// On+2
On+2OO
Mn+2

Tˇl // OnOO
Mn

On+2
Tˇn+3−l
// On
5It is only necessary to check the commutativity of the two first squares since the other
two are obtained from these by a change of variables. For the second square it is useful to
check first the identity xn+3−l(Sn+2RSn+2, Sn+2 ∗
−→v ) = xl(R,
−→v ).
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OnOO
Mn

Tˇl−2 // On−2OO
Mn−2

On
Tˇn+3−l
// On−2
On−2OO
Mn−2

Tˆk // OnOO
Mn

On−2
Tˆn+1−k
// On
Thus the outside square in the following diagram:
On
Tˇl−2

cc
Mn
HH
HH
##HH
HH
Tˆk // On+2;;
Mn+2
vv
v
{{vv
v
Tˇl

On
Tˇn+3−l

Tˆn+3−k// On+2
Tˇn+3−l

On−2;;
Mn−2
vv
v
{{vv
v
Tˆn+1−k
// On cc
Mn
HH
HH
##H
HH
On−2
Tˆk // On+2
commutes (i.e. Tˇl ◦ Tˆk = Tˆk ◦ Tˇl−2) if and only if the inside square
commutes (i.e. Tˇn+3−l◦Tˆn+3−k = Tˆn+1−k◦Tˇn+3−l ⇔ Tˇl′ ◦Tˆk′ = Tˆk′−2◦Tˇl′
by making the change of variables: l′ = n + 3 − l and k′ = n + 3 − k)
which we know to be true since l ≥ k + 2⇒ k′ ≥ l′ + 2.
4. Tˇk ◦ Tˇl = Tˇl−2 ◦ Tˇk for l ≥ k + 2.
Let (R1,
−→a ) ∈ On, (R2,
−→
b ) = Tˇl(R1,
−→a ) and (R3,
−→c ) = Tˇk(R2,
−→
b ) =
Tˇk◦Tˇl(R1,
−→a ), and let (R′2,
−→
b ′) = Tˇk(R1,
−→a ) and (R′3,
−→c ′) = Tˇl−2(R
′
2,
−→
b ′) =
Tˇl−2 ◦ Tˇk(R1,
−→a ).
We want to see that (R′3,
−→c ′) = (R3,
−→c ).
R3 = (B
t
kR2Bk)
2 = BtkR2Bk = B
t
kB
t
lR1BlBk
(∗)
= BtkB
t
lR1BlBk
R′3 = B
t
l−2R
′
2Bl−2 = B
t
l−2B
t
kR1BkBl−2
(∗)
= Btl−2B
t
kR1BkBl−2
and since BlBk = BkBl−2 we have R3 = R
′
3.
Note that A means the transitive closure of A.
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(*) Now let us prove thatBtkB
t
lR2BlBk = B
t
kB
t
lR2BlBk andB
t
l−2B
t
kR2BkBl−2 =
Btl−2B
t
kR2BkBl−2.
Lemma 9 Let A be a square matrix, then
BtkABk = B
t
k(I −Dk)A(I −Dk)Bk
Proof. For any natural number n, we have
BtkABk ≥ (B
t
kABk)
n
= BtkABkB
t
kABk...B
t
kABkB
t
kABk
≥ BtkA(I −Dk)A(I −Dk)...(I −Dk)A(I −Dk)ABk
= Btk(I −Dk)A(I −Dk)A(I −Dk)...(I −Dk)A(I −Dk)A(I −Dk)Bk
= Btk[(I −Dk)A(I −Dk)]
nBk
therefore BtkABk ≥ B
t
k(I −Dk)A(I −Dk)Bk and thus
BtkABk ≥ B
t
k(I −Dk)A(I −Dk)Bk.
On the other hand,
BtkABk = B
t
k(I −Dk)A(I −Dk)Bk ≤ B
t
k(I −Dk)A(I −Dk)Bk
and then BtkABk ≤ B
t
k(I −Dk)A(I −Dk)Bk.
Corollary 10 If (I−Dk)A(I−Dk) ≤ (I −Dk)A(I −Dk) then BtkABk =
BtkABk.
Proof.
BtkABk = B
t
k(I −Dk)A(I −Dk)Bk
≤ Btk(I −Dk)A(I −Dk)Bk
= BtkABk
On the other hand,
A ≥ A⇒ BtkABk ≥ B
t
kABk ⇒ B
t
kABk ≥ B
t
kABk
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Claim: (I−Dk)BtlR1Bl(I−Dk) ≤ (I −Dk)B
t
lR1Bl(I −Dk).
Proof.
(I −Dk)BtlR1Bl(I −Dk) ≥ [(I −Dk)B
t
lR1Bl(I −Dk)]
2
= (I −Dk)B
t
lR1Bl(I −Dk)B
t
lR1Bl(I −Dk)
(I −Dk)BtlR1Bl(I −Dk) = (I −Dk)B
t
lR1BlB
t
lR1Bl(I −Dk)
= (I −Dk)B
t
lR1Bl[Dk + (I −Dk)]B
t
lR1Bl(I −Dk)
= (I −Dk)B
t
lR1BlDkB
t
lR1Bl(I −Dk)
+(I −Dk)B
t
lR1Bl(I −Dk)B
t
lR1Bl(I −Dk)
(I −Dk)B
t
lR1BlDkB
t
lR1Bl(I −Dk) = (I −Dk)B
t
lR1DkR1Bl(I −Dk)
≤ (I −Dk)B
t
lR1Bl(I −Dk)
(I −Dk)B
t
lR1Bl(I −Dk)B
t
lR1Bl(I −Dk) ≥ (I −Dk)B
t
lR1Bl(I −Dk)B
t
lBl(I −Dk)
= (I −Dk)B
t
lR1Bl(I −Dk)
thus
(I−Dk)B
t
lR1BlDkB
t
lR1Bl(I−Dk) ≤ (I−Dk)B
t
lR1Bl(I−Dk)B
t
lR1Bl(I−Dk).
And therefore,
(I −Dk)BtlR1Bl(I −Dk) = (I −Dk)B
t
lR1Bl(I −Dk)B
t
lR1Bl(I −Dk)
≤ (I −Dk)BtlR1Bl(I −Dk)
Using the same argument we can also prove the following claim.
Claim: (I−Dl−2)BtkR1Bk(I−Dl−2) ≤ (I −Dl−2)B
t
kR1Bk(I −Dl−2).
Therefore we have BtkB
t
lR2BlBk = B
t
kB
t
lR2BlBk andB
t
l−2B
t
kR2BkBl−2 =
Btl−2B
t
kR2BkBl−2.
Now let us see that −→c ′ = −→c . We will check c′i = ci for each index i.
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Lemma 11 Let R = [ri,j] be a matrix with the properties E1, E2 and
E3 (i.e. an equivalence relation) and −→v an array fixed by the action of
R.
1. If ri,j = 1 then e
t
i ∗
−→v = etj ∗
−→v (i.e. vi = vj).
Now let R˙ = [r˙i,j ] = (B
t
αRBα)
2.
2. If r˙i,α−1 = 0 then
eti∗{R˙∗[(B
t
α∗
−→v )⊕(eα−1∗x)]} = e
t
iB
t
α∗
−→v =
{
vi if i < α− 1
vi−2 if i > α− 1
3. etα−1 ∗ {R˙ ∗ [(B
t
α ∗
−→v )⊕ (eα−1 ∗ x)]} = (vα−1 ∨ vα+1)⊕ x.
Proof.
1.
ri,j = 1⇒ e
t
i ∗
−→v = etiR ∗
−→v (since −→v = R ∗ −→v )
≥ etiReje
t
j ∗
−→v (since eje
t
j = Dj ≤ I)
= etj ∗
−→v (since eiRe
t
j = ri,j = 1)
Since R is symmetric, we have also etjR ∗
−→v ≥ etiR ∗
−→v .
2.
r˙i,α−1 = 0⇒ e
t
iR˙ = e
t
iR˙[(I −Dα−1) +Dα−1]
= etiR˙(I −Dα−1) + e
t
iR˙Dα−1
= etiR˙(I −Dα−1) + e
t
iR˙eα−1e
t
α−1
= etiR˙(I −Dα−1)
Thus
etiR˙ ∗ [(B
t
α ∗
−→v )⊕ (eα−1 ∗ x)] = e
t
iR˙(I −Dα−1) ∗ [(B
t
α ∗
−→v )⊕ (eα−1 ∗ x)]
= etiR˙ ∗ {[(I −Dα−1)B
t
α ∗
−→v ]
⊕[(I −Dα−1)eα−1 ∗ x]}
= etiR˙(I −Dα−1)B
t
α ∗
−→v
= etiB
t
αRBαB
t
αRBα(I −Dα−1)B
t
α ∗
−→v
≤ etiB
t
αRBαB
t
αR ∗
−→v
= etiB
t
αRBαB
t
α ∗
−→v
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Since
etiB
t
αRBαeα−1 ≤ e
t
iR˙eα−1 = 0⇒ e
t
iB
t
αRBα = e
t
iB
t
αRBα(I −Dα−1)
we have that
etiR˙ ∗ [(B
t
α ∗
−→v )⊕ (eα−1 ∗ x)] ≤ e
t
iB
t
αRBαB
t
α ∗
−→v
= etiB
t
αRBα(I −Dα−1)B
t
α ∗
−→v
≤ etiB
t
αR ∗
−→v
= etiB
t
α ∗
−→v
On the other hand, we have
etiR˙ ∗ [(B
t
α ∗
−→v )⊕ (eα−1 ∗ x)] ≥ e
t
iR˙ ∗ (B
t
α ∗
−→v ) ≥ etiB
t
α ∗
−→v
3.
etα−1R˙ ∗ [(B
t
α ∗
−→v )⊕ (eα−1 ∗ x)] ≥ e
t
α−1 ∗ [(B
t
α ∗
−→v )⊕ (eα−1 ∗ x)]
= (etα−1B
t
α ∗
−→v )⊕ (etα−1eα−1 ∗ x)
= (vα−1 ∨ vα+1)⊕ x
On the other hand
etα−1R˙ ∗ [(B
t
α ∗
−→v )⊕ (eα−1 ∗ x)] ≤ (e
t
α−1R˙B
t
α ∗
−→v )⊕ (etα−1R˙eα−1 ∗ x)
= (etα−1R˙B
t
α ∗
−→v )⊕ x
(∗)
= (vα−1 ∨ vα+1)⊕ x
(*) etα−1R˙B
t
α ∗
−→v ≥ etα−1B
t
α ∗
−→v = vα−1∨vα+1, and on the other hand
etα−1R˙B
t
α ∗
−→v = etα−1B
t
αRBαB
t
αRBαB
t
α ∗
−→v
≤ etα−1B
t
αRBαB
t
αR(I +BαDα−1B
t
α) ∗
−→v
= (etα−1B
t
αRBαB
t
αR ∗
−→v ) ∨ (etα−1B
t
αRBαB
t
αRBαeα−1e
t
α−1B
t
α ∗
−→v )
= (etα−1B
t
αRBαB
t
α ∗
−→v ) ∨ (etα−1B
t
α ∗
−→v )
≤ [etα−1B
t
αR(I +BαDα−1B
t
α) ∗
−→v ] ∨ (etα−1B
t
α ∗
−→v )
= (etα−1B
t
αR ∗
−→v ) ∨ (etα−1B
t
αRBαeα−1e
t
α−1B
t
α ∗
−→v ) ∨ (etα−1B
t
α ∗
−→v )
= etα−1B
t
α ∗
−→v
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Lemma 12 Let R = [ri,j] be a matrix with the properties E1, E2 and
E3 (i.e. an equivalence relation) and let R˙ = [r˙i,j] = (B
t
αRBα)
2. Then:
(a) For any j 6= α − 1, r˙α−1,j = rα−1,αˇ(j) + rα+1,αˇ(j) where αˇ(j) ={
j if j < α− 1
j + 2 if j > α− 1
;
(b) If i 6= α− 1 and j 6= α− 1 then r˙i,j ≥ rαˇ(i),αˇ(j);
(c) If i 6= α − 1, j 6= α − 1 and r˙i,α−1 = 0 (or r˙j,α−1 = 0) then
r˙i,j = rαˇ(i),αˇ(j).
Proof.
(a)
r˙α−1,j = e
t
α−1R˙ej
= etα−1(B
t
αRBα)
2ej
≥ etα−1B
t
αRBαej
= (etα−1 + e
t
α+1)RBαej
= rα−1,αˇ(j) + rα+1,αˇ(j)
On the other hand
r˙α−1,j = e
t
α−1B
t
αRBαB
t
αRBαej
≤ etα−1B
t
αR(I +BαDα−1B
t
α)RBαej
= etα−1B
t
αRBαej + e
t
α−1B
t
αRBαeα−1e
t
α−1B
t
αRBαej
= etα−1B
t
αRBαej
= rα−1,αˇ(j) + rα+1,αˇ(j)
(b)
r˙i,j = e
t
i(B
t
αRBα)
2ej
≥ etiB
t
αRBαej
= etαˇ(i)Reαˇ(j)
= rαˇ(i),αˇ(j)
(c)
r˙i,j = e
t
i(B
t
αRBα)
2ej
= etiB
t
αRBαB
t
αRBαej
≤ etiB
t
αR(I +BαDα−1B
t
α)RBαej
= etiB
t
αRBαej + e
t
iB
t
αRBαeα−1e
t
α−1B
t
αRBαej
(∗)
= etiB
t
αRBαej
= rαˇ(i),αˇ(j)
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(*) etiB
t
αRBαeα−1 ≤ e
t
i(B
t
αRBα)
2eα−1 = r˙i,α−1 = 0 (or e
t
α−1B
t
αRBαej ≤
r˙α−1,j = 0).
And thus, by (b), we have r˙i,j = rαˇ(i),αˇ(j).
Now, we are going to prove that ck−1 = c
′
k−1 for the case r¨k−1,l−3 = 0.
Convention: R1 = [ri,j ], R2 = [r˙i,j] = (B
t
lR1Bl)
2, R3 = [r¨i,j] =
(BtkR2Bk)
2, R′2 = [r˙
′
i,j] = (B
t
kR1Bk)
2 and R′3 = [r¨
′
i,j] = (B
t
l−2R
′
2Bl−2)
2.
By lemma 11, we have:
ck−1 = e
t
k−1R3 ∗ [(B
t
k ∗
−→
b )⊕ (ek−1 ∗ xk)]
= (bk−1 ∨ bk+1)⊕ xk
where xk = [r˙k−1,k+1∗ϕ(bk)]⊕[(¬r˙k−1,k+1)∗(bk−1∧bk+1)] with r˙k−1,k+1 =
etk−1R2ek+1.
By lemma 12, r¨k−1,l−3 = 0 ⇒ r˙k−1,l−1 = 0 and r˙k+1,l−1 = 0. And then,
by lemma 11,
bk−1 = e
t
k−1R2 ∗ [(B
t
l ∗
−→a )⊕ (el−1 ∗ xl)] = ak−1
and
bk+1 = e
t
k+1R2 ∗ [(B
t
l ∗
−→a )⊕ (el−1 ∗ xl)] = ak+1
Thus
ck−1 = (ak−1 ∨ ak+1)⊕ xk
Since R′3 = R3, r¨
′
k−1,l−3 = r¨k−1,l−3 = 0. Then, by lemma 11,
c′k−1 = e
t
k−1R
′
3 ∗ [(B
t
l−2 ∗
−→
b )⊕ (el−3 ∗ x
′
l−2)]
= b′k−1
= etk−1R
′
2 ∗ [(B
t
k ∗
−→a )⊕ (ek−1 ∗ x
′
k)]
= (ak−1 ∨ ak+1)⊕ x
′
k
where
x′k = [rk−1,k+1 ∗ ϕ(ak)]⊕ [(¬rk−1,k+1) ∗ (ak−1 ∧ ak+1)]
with rk−1,k+1 = e
t
k−1R1ek+1.
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Thus ck−1 = c
′
k−1 if xk = x
′
k.
xk = [r˙k−1,k+1 ∗ ϕ(bk)]⊕ [(¬r˙k−1,k+1) ∗ (bk−1 ∧ bk+1)]
= [r˙k−1,k+1 ∗ ϕ(bk)]⊕ [(¬r˙k−1,k+1) ∗ (ak−1 ∧ ak+1)]
(∗)
= [r˙k−1,k+1 ∗ ϕ(ak)]⊕ [(¬r˙k−1,k+1) ∗ (ak−1 ∧ ak+1)]
(†)
= [rk−1,k+1 ∗ ϕ(ak)]⊕ [(¬rk−1,k+1) ∗ (ak−1 ∧ ak+1)]
= x′k
(*) If r˙k−1,k+1 = 0 then r˙k−1,k+1 ∗ ϕ(bk) = ∅ = r˙k−1,k+1 ∗ ϕ(ak).
If r˙k−1,k+1 = 1 then r˙k,l−1 = 0 by the properties T1 and T2 of R2.
Thus bk = e
t
kR2 ∗ [(B
t
l ∗
−→a )⊕ (el−1 ∗ xl)] = ak.
(†) r¨k−1,l−3 = 0⇒ r˙k−1,l−1 = 0 and r˙k+1,l−1 = 0 by lemma 11.
r˙k−1,l−1 = 0⇒ r˙k−1,k+1 = rk−1,k+1 by lemma 11.
We now prove ck−1 = c
′
k−1 for the case r¨k−1,l−3 = 1.
By lemma 12,
r¨k−1,l−3 = 1 ⇒ r˙k−1,l−1 = 1 or r˙k+1,l−1 = 1
⇒ rk−1,l−1 = 1 or rk−1,l+1 = 1 or rk+1,l−1 = 1 or rk+1,l+1 = 1
Now we have, in theory, 15 cases to study:
(rk−1,l−1, rk−1,l+1, rk+1,l−1, rk+1,l+1) ∈ {0, 1}
4 \ {(0, 0, 0, 0)}
but we can exclude the cases (rk−1,l−1, rk−1,l+1, rk+1,l−1, rk+1,l+1) = (1, 1, 1, 0),
(1, 1, 0, 1), (1, 0, 1, 1) and (0, 1, 1, 1), because R1 = [ri,j] satisfies the
properties E1, E2 and E3, and the case (rk−1,l−1, rk−1,l+1, rk+1,l−1, rk+1,l+1) =
(1, 0, 0, 1), because the inequalities k − 1 < k + 1 ≤ l − 1 < l + 1 and
property T2 of R1 imply that if rk−1,l−1 = rk+1,l+1 = 1 then rk+1,l−1 = 1
and rk−1,l+1 = 1.
Thus, we have the following ten cases to study:
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rk−1,l−1 rk−1,l+1 rk+1,l−1 rk+1,l+1 one geometric realization
1 1 1 1
k-1 k k+1 l-1 l l+1
1 0 1 0
k-1 k k+1 l-1 l l+1
0 1 0 1
k-1 k k+1 l-1 l l+1
1 1 0 0
k-1 k k+1 l-1 l l+1
0 0 1 1
k-1 k k+1 l-1 l l+1
0 1 1 0
k-1 k k+1 l-1 l l+1
1 0 0 0
k-1 k k+1 l-1 l l+1
0 1 0 0
k-1 k k+1 l-1 l l+1
0 0 1 0
k-1 k k+1 l-1 l l+1
0 0 0 1
k-1 k k+1 l-1 l l+1
Using the properties of R1 = [ri,j] and R2 = [r˙i,j], and the relations
between them (R2 = (B
t
lR1Bl)
2), it is easy to prove the following state-
ments:
1. If rk−1,l−1 = 1 or rk−1,l+1 = 1 or rk+1,l−1 = 1 or rk+1,l+1 = 1 then:
rk−1,k+1 = 1⇔ (rk−1,l−1 = rk+1,l−1 and rk−1,l+1 = rk+1,l+1);
2. If rk−1,l−1 = 1 or rk−1,l+1 = 1 or rk+1,l−1 = 1 or rk+1,l+1 = 1 then:
rl−1,l+1 = 1⇔ (rk−1,l−1 = rk−1,l+1 and rk+1,l−1 = rk+1,l+1);
3. r˙k−1,k+1 = rk−1,k+1 + rk−1,l+1rk+1,l−1;
4. r˙k−1,l−1 = rk−1,l−1 + rk−1,l+1;
5. r˙k+1,l−1 = rk+1,l−1 + rk+1,l+1.
Also, using lemma 11, we can easily check:
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ck−1 = (bk−1 ∨ bk+1)⊕ xk =
{
bk−1 ⊕ bk+1 if r˙k−1,k+1 = 0
bk−1 ⊕ ϕ(bk) if r˙k−1,k+1 = 1
bk−1 =
{
ak−1 if r˙k−1,l−1 = 0
bl−1 if r˙k−1,l−1 = 1
bk+1 =
{
ak+1 if r˙k+1,l−1 = 0
bl−1 if r˙k+1,l−1 = 1
bl−1 = (al−1 ∨ al+1)⊕ xl =
{
al−1 ⊕ al+1 if rl−1,l+1 = 0
al−1 ⊕ ϕ(al) if rl−1,l+1 = 1
Since r¨k−1,l−3 = 1 ⇒ k − 1− (l − 3) ∈ 2Z we have r˙k,l−1 = 0 and then
bk = ak.
With this, we can construct the following table:
rk−1,l−1 rk−1,l+1 rk+1,l−1 rk+1,l+1 rk−1,k+1 r˙k−1,k+1 ck−1
1 1 1 1 1 1 bk−1 ⊕ ϕ(bk)
1 0 1 0 1 1 bk−1 ⊕ ϕ(bk)
0 1 0 1 1 1 bk−1 ⊕ ϕ(bk)
1 1 0 0 0 0 bk−1 ⊕ bk+1
0 0 1 1 0 0 bk−1 ⊕ bk+1
0 1 1 0 0 1 bk−1 ⊕ ϕ(bk)
1 0 0 0 0 0 bk−1 ⊕ bk+1
0 1 0 0 0 0 bk−1 ⊕ bk+1
0 0 1 0 0 0 bk−1 ⊕ bk+1
0 0 0 1 0 0 bk−1 ⊕ bk+1
rl−1,l+1 bl−1 r˙k−1,l−1 bk−1 r˙k+1,l−1 bk+1 ck−1
1 al−1 ⊕ ϕ(al) 1 al−1 ⊕ ϕ(al) 1 al−1 ⊕ ϕ(al) [al−1 ⊕ ϕ(al)] ⊕ ϕ(ak)
0 al−1 ⊕ al+1 1 al−1 ⊕ al+1 1 al−1 ⊕ al+1 [al−1 ⊕ al+1] ⊕ ϕ(ak)
0 al−1 ⊕ al+1 1 al−1 ⊕ al+1 1 al−1 ⊕ al+1 [al−1 ⊕ al+1] ⊕ ϕ(ak)
1 al−1 ⊕ ϕ(al) 1 al−1 ⊕ ϕ(al) 0 ak+1 [al−1 ⊕ ϕ(al)]⊕ ak+1
1 al−1 ⊕ ϕ(al) 0 ak−1 1 al−1 ⊕ ϕ(al) ak−1 ⊕ [al−1 ⊕ ϕ(al)]
0 al−1 ⊕ al+1 1 al−1 ⊕ al+1 1 al−1 ⊕ al+1 [al−1 ⊕ al+1] ⊕ ϕ(ak)
0 al−1 ⊕ al+1 1 al−1 ⊕ al+1 0 ak+1 [al−1 ⊕ al+1] ⊕ ak+1
0 al−1 ⊕ al+1 1 al−1 ⊕ al+1 0 ak+1 [al−1 ⊕ al+1] ⊕ ak+1
0 al−1 ⊕ al+1 0 ak−1 1 al−1 ⊕ al+1 ak−1 ⊕ [al−1 ⊕ al+1]
0 al−1 ⊕ al+1 0 ak−1 1 al−1 ⊕ al+1 ak−1 ⊕ [al−1 ⊕ al+1]
We can construct an analogous table for the value c′k−1. All we need to
know is that:
1. If rk−1,l−1 = 1 or rk−1,l+1 = 1 or rk+1,l−1 = 1 or rk+1,l+1 = 1 then:
rk−1,k+1 = 1⇔ (rk−1,l−1 = rk+1,l−1 and rk−1,l+1 = rk+1,l+1);
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2. If rk−1,l−1 = 1 or rk−1,l+1 = 1 or rk+1,l−1 = 1 or rk+1,l+1 = 1 then:
rl−1,l+1 = 1⇔ (rk−1,l−1 = rk−1,l+1 and rk+1,l−1 = rk+1,l+1);
3. r˙′l−3,l−1 = rl−1,l+1 + rk−1,l+1rk+1,l−1;
4. r˙′k−1,l−3 = rk−1,l−1 + rk+1,l−1;
5. r˙′k−1,l−1 = rk−1,l+1 + rk+1,l+1.
r¨′k−1,l−3 = r¨k−1,l−3 = 1⇒
c′k−1 = c
′
l−3 = (b
′
l−3 ∨ b
′
l−1)⊕ x
′
l−2 =
{
b′l−3 ⊕ b
′
l−1 if r˙
′
l−3,l−1 = 0
b′l−3 ⊕ ϕ(b
′
l−2) if r˙
′
l−3,l−1 = 1
b′l−3 =
{
al−1 if r˙
′
k−1,l−3 = 0
b′k−1 if r˙
′
k−1,l−3 = 1
b′l−1 =
{
al+1 if r˙
′
k−1,l−1 = 0
b′k−1 if r˙
′
k−1,l−1 = 1
b′k−1 = (ak−1 ∨ ak+1)⊕ x
′
k =
{
ak−1 ⊕ ak+1 if rk−1,k+1 = 0
ak−1 ⊕ ϕ(ak) if rk−1,k+1 = 1
and b′l−2 = al since r¨
′
k−1,l−3 = 1⇒ r˙
′
k−1,l−2 = 0.
rk−1,l−1 rk−1,l+1 rk+1,l−1 rk+1,l+1 rl−1,l+1 r˙
′
l−3,l−1 c
′
k−1
1 1 1 1 1 1 b′l−3 ⊕ ϕ(b
′
l−2)
1 0 1 0 0 0 b′l−3 ⊕ b
′
l−1
0 1 0 1 0 0 b′l−3 ⊕ b
′
l−1
1 1 0 0 1 1 b′l−3 ⊕ ϕ(b
′
l−2)
0 0 1 1 1 1 b′l−3 ⊕ ϕ(b
′
l−2)
0 1 1 0 0 1 b′l−3 ⊕ ϕ(b
′
l−2)
1 0 0 0 0 0 b′l−3 ⊕ b
′
l−1
0 1 0 0 0 0 b′l−3 ⊕ b
′
l−1
0 0 1 0 0 0 b′l−3 ⊕ b
′
l−1
0 0 0 1 0 0 b′l−3 ⊕ b
′
l−1
rk−1,k+1 b
′
k−1 r˙
′
l−3,k−1 b
′
l−3 r˙
′
k−1,l−1 b
′
l−1 c
′
k−1
1 ak−1 ⊕ ϕ(ak) 1 ak−1 ⊕ ϕ(ak) 1 ak−1 ⊕ ϕ(ak) [ak−1 ⊕ ϕ(ak)] ⊕ ϕ(al)
1 ak−1 ⊕ ϕ(ak) 1 ak−1 ⊕ ϕ(ak) 0 al+1 [ak−1 ⊕ ϕ(ak)] ⊕ al+1
1 ak−1 ⊕ ϕ(ak) 0 al−1 1 ak−1 ⊕ ϕ(ak) al−1 ⊕ [ak−1 ⊕ ϕ(ak)]
0 ak−1 ⊕ ak+1 1 ak−1 ⊕ ak+1 1 ak−1 ⊕ ak+1 [ak−1 ⊕ ak+1] ⊕ ϕ(al)
0 ak−1 ⊕ ak+1 1 ak−1 ⊕ ak+1 1 ak−1 ⊕ ak+1 [ak−1 ⊕ ak+1] ⊕ ϕ(al)
0 ak−1 ⊕ ak+1 1 ak−1 ⊕ ak+1 1 ak−1 ⊕ ak+1 [ak−1 ⊕ ak+1] ⊕ ϕ(al)
0 ak−1 ⊕ ak+1 1 ak−1 ⊕ ak+1 0 al+1 [ak−1 ⊕ ak+1] ⊕ al+1
0 ak−1 ⊕ ak+1 0 al−1 1 ak−1 ⊕ ak+1 al−1 ⊕ [ak−1 ⊕ ak+1]
0 ak−1 ⊕ ak+1 1 ak−1 ⊕ ak+1 0 al+1 [ak−1 ⊕ ak+1] ⊕ al+1
0 ak−1 ⊕ ak+1 0 al−1 1 ak−1 ⊕ ak+1 al−1 ⊕ [ak−1 ⊕ ak+1]
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In order to facilitate the comparison of ck−1 and c
′
k−1 we will substitute
each ai (with i ∈ {k + 1, l − 1, l + 1}) appearing in the expressions of
ck−1 and c
′
k−1 by aj where j ∈ {k− 1, k+ 1, l− 1, l+ 1} is the smallest
index such that ri,j = 1.
The results can be seen in the following table:
rk−1,l−1 rk−1,l+1 rk+1,l−1 rk+1,l+1 rk−1,k+1 rl−1,l+1
1 1 1 1 1 1
1 0 1 0 1 0
0 1 0 1 1 0
1 1 0 0 0 1
0 0 1 1 0 1
0 1 1 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
ak+1 al−1 al+1 ck−1 c
′
k−1
ak−1 ak−1 ak−1 ak−1 ⊕ ϕ(al)⊕ ϕ(ak) ak−1 ⊕ ϕ(ak)⊕ ϕ(al)
ak−1 ak−1 al+1 ak−1 ⊕ al+1 ⊕ ϕ(ak) ak−1 ⊕ ϕ(ak)⊕ al+1
ak−1 al−1 ak−1 al−1 ⊕ ak−1 ⊕ ϕ(ak) al−1 ⊕ ak−1 ⊕ ϕ(ak)
ak+1 ak−1 ak−1 ak−1 ⊕ ϕ(al)⊕ ak+1 ak−1 ⊕ ak+1 ⊕ ϕ(al)
ak+1 ak+1 ak+1 ak−1 ⊕ ak+1 ⊕ ϕ(al) ak−1 ⊕ ak+1 ⊕ ϕ(al)
ak+1 ak+1 ak−1 ak+1 ⊕ ak−1 ⊕ ϕ(ak) ak−1 ⊕ ak+1 ⊕ ϕ(al)
ak+1 ak−1 al+1 ak−1 ⊕ al+1 ⊕ ak+1 ak−1 ⊕ ak+1 ⊕ al+1
ak+1 al−1 ak−1 al−1 ⊕ ak−1 ⊕ ak+1 al−1 ⊕ ak−1 ⊕ ak+1
ak+1 ak+1 al+1 ak−1 ⊕ ak+1 ⊕ al+1 ak−1 ⊕ ak+1 ⊕ al+1
ak+1 al−1 ak+1 ak−1 ⊕ al−1 ⊕ ak+1 al−1 ⊕ ak−1 ⊕ ak+1
We can easily see that ck−1 = c
′
k−1 for all rows except the sixth row
where ck−1 = c
′
k−1 if ak = al. But, since rk−1,l+1 = rk+1,l−1 = 1 and
rk−1,k+1 = 0 in this case, we have, by the topological properties T2 and
T3, that rk,l = 1 and then ak = al.
Now, to see that cl−3 = c
′
l−3 we proceed in the same way as we did to
show ck−1 = c
′
k−1 for the case r¨k−1,l−3 = 0. For the case r¨k−1,l−3 = 1,
we have cl−3 = ck−1 = c
′
k−1 = c
′
l−3 (by lemma 11).
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For another generic index i, we have:
If r¨i,k−1 = 1 then ci = ck−1 = c
′
k−1 = c
′
i.
If r¨i,l−3 = 1 then ci = cl−3 = c
′
l−3 = c
′
i.
If r¨i,k−1 = r¨i,l−3 = 0 then we have:
ci = e
t
iR3 ∗ [(B
t
k ∗
−→
b )⊕ (ek−1 ∗ xk)] = e
t
iB
t
k ∗
−→
b = bkˇ(i)
where kˇ(i) =
{
i if i < k − 1
i− 2 if i > k − 1
r¨i,l−3 = 0⇒ r˙kˇ(i),l−1 = 0, by lemma 11. Thus
ci = bkˇ(i) = e
t
kˇ(i)
R2∗ [(B
t
l ∗
−→a )⊕(el−1∗xl)]} = e
t
kˇ(i)
Btl ∗
−→a = etiB
t
kB
t
l ∗
−→a
c′i = e
t
iR
′
3 ∗ [(B
t
l−2 ∗
−→
b ′)⊕ (el−3 ∗ x
′
l−2)]} = e
t
iB
t
l−2 ∗
−→
b ′ = b′ ˇl−2(i)
r¨′i,k−1 = r¨i,k−1 = 0⇒ r˙
′
ˇl−2(i),k−1
= 0, by lemma 11. Thus
c′i = b
′
ˇl−2(i)
= et ˇl−2(i)R
′
2∗[(B
t
k∗
−→a )⊕(ek−1∗x
′
k)]} = e
t
ˇl−2(i)
Btk∗
−→a = etiB
t
l−2B
t
k∗
−→a
Since Btl−2B
t
k = B
t
kB
t
l we have ci = c
′
i.
4 Systems of non-singular planar curves
Now, we are going to study this representation in the particular case of
systems of non-singular planar curves. We mean by a system of non-singular
planar curves an immersion in the plane of a finite number of disjoint circles
which may be regarded as a morphism from the empty partition of the line
to itself (i.e. an element of hom(∅, ∅)).
Any morphism t ∈ hom(∅, ∅) is a word made of generators tˆn,k and tˇn,k.
Let us make the substitution: tˆn,k 7→ (2, 2k−n−3) and tˇn,k 7→ (−2, 2k−n−3)
for each word. The number 2k − n − 3 counts the number of strings on the
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left of the local maximum (minimum) minus the number of strings on the
right.
The following lemma shows that no information is lost after this substi-
tution. But first, let us introduce a notation for the following sets:
S+ := {(2, n) : n ∈ 2Z}
and
S− := {(−2, n) : n ∈ 2Z}
Lemma 13 After the substitution: tˆn,k 7→ (2, 2k−n−3) and tˇn,k 7→ (−2, 2k−
n− 3) of a morphism t ∈ hom(∅, ∅) we get a word (c1, d1)(c2, d2)...(cn, dn) in
S+ ∪ S− satisfying the following condition:
C. For any index i:
if ci = 2 then |di| ≤ −(
∑
j<i cj)− 2 =
∑
j>i cj,
if ci = −2 then |di| ≤ −
∑
j<i cj = (
∑
j>i cj)− 2.
Also, if a word in S+ ∪ S− satisfies this condition then there exists a unique
morphism t ∈ hom(∅, ∅) that becomes this word after the substitution: tˆn,k 7→
(2, 2k − n− 3) and tˇn,k 7→ (−2, 2k − n− 3).
Proof. Observing that each (ci, di) substitutes one generator tˆni,ki or tˇni,ki
it easy to see that −
∑
j<i cj is the number of points at the bottom of the
generator (tˆni,ki or tˇni,ki) and that
∑
j>i cj is number of points at the top of
the generator. The condition follows naturally from this fact.
For the second part of the lemma, we make the inverse substitution
(ci, di) = (2, k) 7→ tˆn′,k′ with n
′ = (
∑
j>i cj) + 1 and k
′ = k+n
′+3
2
, and
(ci, di) = (−2, k) 7→ tˇn′,k′ with n
′ = (
∑
j>i cj)− 1 and k
′ = k+n
′+3
2
.
So we have a new language for morphisms in hom(∅, ∅) and in this lan-
guage the local relations become:
1 ...(ci, di)(−2, k)(2, k+2)(ci+3, di+3)... = ...(ci, di)(ci+3, di+3)... = ...(ci, di)(−2, k)(2, k−
2)(ci+3, di+3)... (i.e. tˇk′+1 ◦ tˆk′ = id = tˇk′−1 ◦ tˆk′);
2 ...(2, k)(2, l)... = ...(2, l+2)(2, k+2)... for k ≤ l−2 (i.e. tˆk′ ◦ tˆl′ = tˆl′+2 ◦ tˆk′
for l′ ≥ k′ + 2);
3.1 ...(−2, k)(2, l)... = ...(2, l − 2)(−2, k + 2)... for k ≤ l − 4 (i.e. tˇk′ ◦ tˆl′ =
tˆl′−2 ◦ tˇk′ for l
′ ≥ k′ + 2)
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3.2 ...(2, k)(−2, l)... = ...(−2, l+2)(2, k−2)... for k ≤ l (i.e. tˆk′◦tˇl′ = tˇl′+2◦tˆk′
for l′ ≥ k′ + 2)
4 ...(−2, k)(−2, l)... = ...(−2, l− 2)(−2, k − 2) for k ≤ l− 2 (i.e. tˇl′−2 ◦ tˇk′ =
Tˇk′ ◦ Tˇl′ for l
′ ≥ k′ + 2).
Note that, by the previous lemma, these relations preserve the condition
C.
Proposition 14 Any word in S+ ∪ S− satisfying the condition C is equiva-
lent, by the previous relations, to a word of symbols (2, 0) and (−2, 0).
Proof. We use the following algorithm to transform any word in S+ ∪ S−
satisfying the condition C into a word of symbols (2, 0) and (−2, 0).
ALGORITHM:
input: Take a word in S+ ∪ S− satisfying the condition C;
step 1. Apply the relations 3.1 (...(2, l − 2)(−2, k + 2)... = ...(−2, k)(2, l)...
for k ≤ l − 4) and 3.2 (...(2, k)(−2, l)... = ...(−2, l + 2)(2, k − 2)... for
k ≤ l) so as to put all the symbols of the form (−2, k) on the left side
of the word and all the symbols of the form (2, k) on the right;
step 2. Use the relations 2 (...(2, k)(2, l)... = ...(2, l + 2)(2, k + 2)... for k ≤
l−2) and 4 (...(−2, k)(−2, l)... = ...(−2, l−2)(−2, k−2) for k ≤ l−2) to
order in semi-decreasing order (according to di) each block consisting
of (ci, di) of the form (2, k) or (−2, k);
step 3. If there exists a sequence of the type (−2, k)(2, k+2) in the word we
apply the relation 1 (...(ci, di)(−2, k)(2, k+2)(ci+3, di+3)... = ...(ci, di)(ci+3, di+3)...)
and go back to step 1;
step 4. If there exists a sequence of the type (−2, k)(2, l) with k ≤ l−4 then
we apply the relation 3.1 (...(−2, k)(2, l)... = ...(2, l − 2)(−2, k + 2)...)
and go back to the step 3;
step 5. If there doesn’t exist a sequence of the type (−2, k)(2, l) with k ≤
l − 2 in the word we output this.
Claim 1. The algorithm always terminates in a finite number of steps.
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We will prove this by induction on the number of symbols since the algo-
rithm doesn’t increase this.
It easy to see that any word satisfying the condition C has the same
number of symbols of the form (2, k) as of the form (−2, k), and always
begins with (−2, 0) and ends with (2, 0). So (−2, 0)(2, 0) is the unique word
of two symbols and this passes through the algorithm without any changes.
Now, assuming that the algorithm terminates for any word with 2n sym-
bols, we take a word with 2n + 2 symbols. We consider for any word
w = (c1, d1)(c2, d2)...(cn, dn) the ”potential”
E(w) = (
∑
ci=2
i,
∑
ci=−2
di −
∑
ci=2
di)
which takes values in Z2 with lexicographic order (i.e. (a, b) ≤ (c, d) iff a ≤ c
or a = c and b ≤ d). We can see that, after being increased in step 1, the
potential of the word is always decreased until (if it occurs) the algorithm
returns to step 1 (after step 3), but in this case the word has 2n symbols and
then by the induction hypothesis the algorithm terminates. The condition C
implies that there are a finite number of potentials for a word with 2n + 2
symbols (or less), and thus the algorithm terminates in a finite number of
steps.
Claim 2. The output word has only (2, 0) and (−2, 0) as symbols.
For a word w = (c1, d1)...(c2n, d2n) let α1 < ... < αn be the indices such
that cαi = 2 and β1 < ... < βn be the indices such that cβi = −2. We
consider a new ”potential” E2 defined by the formula:
E2(w) = max
(
{dαi+1 − dαi − 2(αi+1 − αi − 1) : 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1} ∪
{dβi+1 − dβi − 2(βi+1 − βi − 1) : 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1}
)
After step 2 the potential of the word becomes non-positive and step 4
doesn’t change this. This means that the output word contains no sequence
of the type (2, k)(2, l) or (−2, k)(−2, l) with k < l. It is a condition of the
algorithm that the output word contains no sequence of the type (−2, k)(2, l)
with k < l.
Thus, if it does not contain a sequence of the type (2, k)(−2, l) with k < l,
then the word is ordered by semi-decreasing order and, since it has to begin
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with (−2, 0) and to end with (2, 0), the word has only (2, 0) and (−2, 0) as
symbols.
To show that the output word contains no sequence of the type (2, k)(−2, l)
with k < l, it is enough to observe that after step 1 there is no sequence of the
type (2, k)(−2, l) and that steps 2 and 4 do not produce any new sequences
of the type (2, k)(−2, l) with k < l.
NOTE: This algorithm was not conceived to be the most efficient
but to guarantee an easy proof that it terminates. The author
conjectures that there exist more efficient algorithms.
Next, we observe that the family of non-singular planar curves (i.e. hom(∅, ∅))
together with the composition has a structure of a commutative monoid. We
will see that any irreducible element of this monoid (i.e. a system of curves
that is not a composition of other systems of curves) is a system of curves en-
circled by another curve. Note that to encircle a system of curves by another
curve is, in the (±2, k) words language, the same as adding a (−2, 0) at the
beginning and a (2, 0) at the end of the corresponding word. Thus if a word
(c1, 0)(c2, 0)...(cn, 0) of symbols (−2, 0) and (2, 0)
6 satisfing the condition C
(and thus (c1, 0) = (−2, 0) and (cn, 0) = (2, 0)) doesn’t come from a system of
curves encircled by another curve (this means that the word (c2, 0)...(cn−1, 0)
doesn’t satisfy the condition C) then there exists 2 < k < n such that∑
j<k cj = 0, which implies that (ck−1, 0) = (2, 0), (ck, 0) = (−2, 0) and
the words (c1, 0)...(ck−1, 0) and (ck, 0)...(cn, 0) satisfy the condition C. There-
fore the morphism in hom(∅, ∅) (corresponding to the word (c1, 0)...(cn, 0)) is
the composition of two morphisms in hom(∅, ∅) (corresponding to the words
(c1, 0)...(ck−1, 0) and (ck, 0)...(cn, 0)).
Note that we have just proved that an irreducible morphism is another
morphism encircled by an exterior curve, but we haven’t proved yet that a
morphism encircled by an exterior curve is an irreducible morphism. This is
because the last proposition says nothing about when two words of symbols
(−2, 0) and (2, 0) represent equivalent words (by the relations 1, 2, 3 and 4).
However we do know that, using the composition of morphisms and the
operation of encircling, we can generate all morphisms in hom(∅, ∅) from the
identity.
6By the previous proposition, any system of non-singular planar curves can be repre-
sented in this way.
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With this in mind, we are going to see what happens in the representation
when we compose two morphisms (see corollary 17) or encircle one by a circle
(see corollary 21).
Consider, for a fixed value m ∈ M and for each natural number n, the
following morphism:
Ψn,m : On −→ On
(R,−→v ) 7−→ (R,R ∗ (e1 ∗m⊕
−→v ))
The purpose of this morphism is to add the value m to the region asso-
ciated to the first interval.
Lemma 15 For any 2 ≤ k ≤ n + 1, Tˆn,k ◦ Ψn,m = Ψn+2,m ◦ Tˆn,k and Tˇn,k ◦
Ψn+2,m = Ψn,m ◦ Tˇn,k
Proof.
First equation: Tˆn,k ◦Ψn,m = Ψn+2,m ◦ Tˆn,k.
For an arbitrary (R,−→v ) ∈ On, let (R1,
−→v 1) = Ψn,m(R,
−→v ), (R2,
−→v 2) =
Tˆn,k(R1,
−→v 1), (R
′
1,
−→v ′1) = Tˆn,k(R,
−→v ) and (R′2,
−→v ′2) = Ψn+2,m(R
′
1,
−→v ′1).
We want to check (R2,
−→v 2) = (R
′
2,
−→v ′2).
Since Ψ does not change the matrices and the changes of the matrices
under the morphisms Tˆ do not depend on the choice of the array of
values, it is obvious that R2 = R
′
2.
−→v 2 = Bn,k ∗
−→v 1
= Bn,k ∗ [R ∗ (e1 ∗m⊕
−→v 1)]
= Bn,kR ∗ (e1 ∗m⊕
−→v 1)
= Bn,kRB
t
n,kBn,k ∗ (e1 ∗m⊕
−→v 1)
= [Bn,kRB
t
n,kBn,k ∗ (e1 ∗m⊕
−→v 1)] ∨ [Dn+2,kBn,k ∗ (e1 ∗m⊕
−→v 1)]
= (Bn,kRB
t
n,k +Dn+2,k) ∗ [Bn,k ∗ (e1 ∗m⊕
−→v 1)]
= R′1 ∗ [(Bn,ke1 ∗m)⊕ (Bn,k ∗
−→v 1)]
= R′1 ∗ [(Bn,ke1 ∗m)⊕
−→v ′1]
On the other hand,
−→v ′2 = R
′
1 ∗ (e1 ∗m⊕
−→v ′1)
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If k > 2 then Bn,ke1 = e1 and therefore
−→v 2 =
−→v ′2.
If k = 2 then
−→v 2 = R
′
1 ∗ [(Bn,ke1 ∗m)⊕
−→v ′1]
= R′1 ∗ [(e1 ∗m ∨ e3 ∗m)⊕
−→v ′1]
= R′1 ∗ (e1 ∗m⊕
−→v ′1) ∨ R
′
1 ∗ (e3 ∗m⊕
−→v ′1)
= R′1 ∗ (e1 ∗m⊕
−→v ′1)
= −→v ′2
because R′1 ∗ (e3 ∗m⊕
−→v ′1) = R
′
1 ∗ (e1 ∗m⊕
−→v ′1) as we will prove next:
R′1e1 = (Bn,2RB
t
n,2 +Dn+2,2)e1 = Bn,2RB
t
n,2e1 ∨Dn+2,2e1 = Bn,2Re1
R′1e3 = (Bn,2RB
t
n,2 +Dn+2,2)e3 = Bn,2RB
t
n,2e3 ∨Dn+2,2e3 = Bn,2Re1
thus R′1e1 ∗ m = R
′
1e3 ∗ m, and using the next lemma we conclude
R′1 ∗ (e3 ∗m⊕
−→v ′1) = R
′
1 ∗ (e1 ∗m⊕
−→v ′1).
Lemma 16 If R = Rt and R∗−→v = −→v then R∗(−→u ⊕−→v ) = R∗−→u ⊕−→v .
Proof. Let −→x := R ∗ (−→u ⊕−→v ) and −→y := R ∗ −→u ⊕−→v , then
xi =
∨
j
ri,j ∗ (uj ⊕ vj) and yi = (
∨
j
ri,j ∗ uj)⊕ vi
xi =
∨
j ri,j ∗ (uj ⊕ vj)
=
∨
j:ri,j=1
(uj ⊕ vj)
=
∨
j:ri,j=1
(uj ⊕ vi)
= (
∨
j:ri,j=1
uj)⊕ vi
= (
∨
j ri,j ∗ uj)⊕ vi
= yi
Note that, since R ∗ −→v = −→v , we have that vj = vi whenever ri,j = 1.
Second equation Tˇn,k ◦Ψn+2,m = Ψn,m ◦ Tˇn,k.
For an arbitrary (R,−→v ) ∈ On, let (R1,
−→a ) = Ψn+2,m(R,
−→v ), (R2,
−→
b ) =
Tˇn,k(R1,
−→a ), (R′1,
−→a ′) = Tˇn,k(R,
−→v ) and (R′2,
−→
b ′) = Ψn,m(R
′
1,
−→a ′).
We want to check (R2,
−→
b ) = (R′2,
−→
b ′).
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Since Ψ does not change the matrices and the changes of the matrices
under the morphisms Tˇ do not depend on the choice of the array of
values, it is obvious that R2 = R
′
2.
−→
b = R2 ∗ [(B
t
k ∗
−→a )⊕ ek−1 ∗ x˜k]
with
−→a = R ∗ (e1 ∗m⊕
−→v ) = Re1 ∗m⊕
−→v
and
x˜k =
{
ak−1 ∧ ak+1 if rk−1,k+1 = 0
ϕ(ak) if rk−1,k+1 = 1
On the other hand
−→
b ′ = R′2 ∗ (e1 ∗m⊕
−→a ′) = R′2e1 ∗m⊕
−→a ′
We want to check
−→
b =
−→
b ′.
A) bk−1 = b
′
k−1.
By lemma 11, we have
bk−1 = (ak−1 ∨ ak+1)⊕ x˜k =
{
ak−1 ⊕ ak+1 if rk−1,k+1 = 0
ak−1 ⊕ ϕ(ak) if rk−1,k+1 = 1
Bearing in mind that
ak−1 = e
t
k−1 ∗ (Re1 ∗m⊕
−→v ) = rk−1,1 ∗m⊕ vk−1
ak+1 = e
t
k+1 ∗ (Re1 ∗m⊕
−→v ) = rk+1,1 ∗m⊕ vk+1
ak = e
t
k ∗ (Re1 ∗m⊕
−→v ) = rk,1 ∗m⊕ vk
we have that
bk−1 =
{
(rk−1,1 ∗m)⊕ vk−1 ⊕ (rk+1,1 ∗m)⊕ vk+1 if rk−1,k+1 = 0
(rk−1,1 ∗m)⊕ vk−1 ⊕ ϕ(rk,1 ∗m⊕ vk) if rk−1,k+1 = 1
Now we note that rk−1,k+1 = 0 implies that rk−1,1 = 0 or rk+1,1 = 0
and therefore (rk−1,1 ∗m) ⊕ (rk+1,1 ∗m) = (rk−1,1 + rk+1,1) ∗m.
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On the other hand rk−1,k+1 = 1 implies that rk,1 = 0 and rk−1,1 =
rk+1,1 = rk−1,1 + rk+1,1.
Thus
bk−1 =
{
(rk−1,1 + rk+1,1) ∗m⊕ vk−1 ⊕ vk+1 if rk−1,k+1 = 0
(rk−1,1 + rk+1,1) ∗m⊕ vk−1 ⊕ ϕ(vk) if rk−1,k+1 = 1
That means
bk−1 = (rk−1,1 + rk+1,1) ∗m⊕ a
′
k−1
by lemma 11. Now
−→
b ′ = R′1 ∗ (e1 ∗m⊕
−→a ′) = R′1e1 ∗m⊕
−→a ′
i.e.
b′k−1 = e
t
k−1 ∗ (R
′
1e1 ∗m⊕
−→a ′)
= etk−1R
′
1e1 ∗m⊕ a
′
k−1
= r′k−1,1 ∗m⊕ a
′
k−1
and using lemma 12 we have
b′k−1 = (rk−1,1 + rk+1,1) ∗m⊕ a
′
k−1
= bk−1
B) bi = b
′
i with r
′
i,k−1 = 0.
By lemma 11, bi = e
t
iB
t
k ∗
−→a .
bi = e
t
iB
t
k ∗ (Re1 ∗m⊕
−→v )
= etiB
t
kRe1 ∗m⊕ e
t
iB
t
k
−→v
= rkˇ(i),1 ∗m⊕ e
t
iB
t
k
−→v
On the other hand,
b′i = e
t
i(R
′
1e1 ∗m⊕
−→a ′)
= etiR
′
1e1 ∗m⊕ e
t
1
−→a ′)
= r′i,1 ∗m⊕ e
t
iB
t
k
−→v
Thus we have bi = b
′
i if r
′
i,1 = rkˇ(i),1.
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If k − 1 6= 1 then, by lemma 12, r′i,1 = rkˇ(i),kˇ(1) = rkˇ(i),1.
If k − 1 = 1 then, by lemma 12, r′i,1 = r
′
i,k−1 ≥ rkˇ(i),k−1 = rkˇ(i),1
and since r′i,1 = r
′
i,k−1 = 0 we have r
′
i,1 = rkˇ(i),1.
C) bi = b
′
i with r
′
i,k−1 = 1.
Since, by lemma 11, bi = bk−1 and b
′
i = b
′
k−1 this shows that
bi = b
′
i.
Corollary 17 1. For any T ∈ hom(Om,On), T ◦Ψm,m = Ψn,m ◦ T ;
2. For any T ∈ hom(O1,O1) (corresponding to a system of non-singular
planar curves) T ([1], ∅) = ([1],x) ⇒ T ([1],m) = ([1],x⊕m);
3. For any T1, T2 ∈ hom(O1,O1) T2 ◦ T1([1], ∅) = ([1],m2 ⊕ m1) where
([1],mi) = Ti([1], ∅), i = 1, 2.
Proof.
1. It is obvious that if {Ψn,m}n∈N commute with the generators Tˆn,k and Tˇn,k
then they commute with any morphism T .
2. T ([1],m) = T ◦Ψ1,m([1], ∅) = Ψ1,m◦T ([1], ∅) = Ψ1,m([1],x) = ([1],x⊕m).
3. T2 ◦ T1([1], ∅) = T2([1],m1) = ([1],m2 ⊕m1).
This result shows that all information about a morphism T ∈ hom(O1,O1)
is contained in a single value v ∈ M (which is obtained evaluating the mor-
phism T on ([1], ∅)). Thus, we can associate a value in M to each system of
non-singular planar curves. Moreover this association is a monoid homomor-
phism.
Next we will look at what value is obtained when a collection of planar
curves is encircled by another curve.
Consider, for each n, the following subset of On
Un = {(R,
−→v ) ∈ On : e
t
1Ren = 1}
By the property T1 we have that Un = ∅ for any even number n. It is
clear that U1 = O1 and therefore it easy to see that Un 6= ∅ for any odd
number n, using the following result.
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Proposition 18 For any n and k, if (R,−→v ) ∈ Un then Tˆk(R,
−→v ) ∈ Un+2
and Tˇk(R,
−→v ) ∈ Un−2.
Proof. Let (R′,−→v ′) = Tˆk(R,
−→v ). We want to see that if et1Ren = 1 then
et1R
′en+2 = 1.
et1R
′en+2 = e
t
1(BkRB
t
k +Dk)en+2
= et1BkRB
t
ken+2
= et1Ren = 1
Let (R′,−→v ′) = Tˇk(R,
−→v ). We want to see that if et1Ren = 1 then
et1R
′en−2 = 1.
et1R
′en−2 = e
t
1(B
t
kRBk)
2en−2
≥ et1B
t
kRBken−2
≥ et1Ren = 1
Now we consider, for each odd natural number n, the following morphism:
εn : Un −→ Un+2
(R,−→v ) 7−→ (R˜,
−→
v˜ )
with
R˜ = EnRE
t
n + Fn+2
and
−→
v˜ = En ∗
−→v
where En = [ei,j ] is an (n+2)×n matrix defined by ei,j = 1⇔ i−1 = j and
Fn+2 = [fi,j ] is an (n+2)×(n+2) matrix defined by fi,j = 1⇔ i, j ∈ {1, n+2}.
Proposition 19 For any odd natural number n, εn is well defined.
Proof. We need to see that if (R,−→v ) ∈ Un then εn(R,
−→v ) ∈ Un+2.
Let (R˜,
−→
v˜ ) = εn(R,
−→v ). We are going to check that R ∗−→v = −→v implies
R˜ ∗
−→
v˜ =
−→
v˜ , R˜ satisfies the properties E1, E2, E3, T1, T2 and T3 and the
(1, n+ 2) entry of R˜ is 1.
For this purpose, we are going to use the identities: EtnEn = I, E
t
nFn+2 =
O and Fn+2En = O, which we will leave to the reader to check.
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R ∗ −→v = −→v ⇒ R˜ ∗
−→
v˜ = (EnRE
t
n + Fn+2) ∗ (En ∗
−→v )
= (EnRE
t
nEn) ∗
−→v ∨ (Fn+2En) ∗
−→v
= EnR ∗
−→v
= En ∗
−→v
=
−→
v˜
The properties E1, E2 and E3 of R˜ are very easy to verify, so we leave
them as an exercise.
For the properties T1, T2 and T3, we observe that the (i, j) entry of R˜
is the (i− 1, j − 1) entry of R if 2 ≤ i, j ≤ n + 1, 1 if i, j ∈ {1, n+ 2} and 0
in all other cases, i.e.:
r˜i,j = e
t
i(EnRE
t
n + Fn+2)ej =


ri−1,j−1 if 2 ≤ i, j ≤ n+ 1
1 if i, j ∈ {1, n+ 2}
0 otherwise
In particular, we have r˜1,n+2 = 1.
Property T1: r˜i,j = 1⇒ j − i ∈ 2Z.
We have r˜i,j = 1 ⇒ i, j ∈ {1, n + 2} or ri−1,j−1 = 1. Since we have
taken n to be odd and R satisfies T1 we have j − i ∈ 2Z.
Property T2: ∀α≤β≤γ≤δ r˜α,γ = r˜β,δ = 1⇒ r˜α,β = r˜β,γ = r˜γ,δ = 1.
We only need consider the case α < β < γ < δ, and then r˜α,γ =
r˜β,δ = 1 ⇒ 2 ≤ α < β < γ < δ ≤ n + 1. Thus r˜α,γ = rα−1,γ−1
and r˜β,δ = rβ−1,δ−1, hence, since R satisfies T2, we have rα−1,β−1 =
rβ−1,γ−1 = rγ−1,δ−1 = 1, that is r˜α,β = r˜β,γ = r˜γ,δ = 1.
Property T3: ∀α<β r˜α,β = 1⇒ r˜α+1,β−1 = 1 or ∃α<γ<β : r˜α,γ = 1.
If α = 1 then r˜α,β = 1⇒ β = n + 2. Thus r˜α+1,β−1 = r˜2,n+1 = r1,n = 1
since R ∈ Un
7.
If α > 1 then r˜α,β = 1⇒ β < n + 2. Thus
r˜α,β = rα−1,β−1 ⇒ rα,β−2 = 1 or ∃α−1<γ−1<β−1 : rα−1,γ−1 = 1
⇒ r˜α+1,β−1 = 1 or ∃α<γ<β : r˜α,γ = 1
7This is an abuse of notation, since we should write (R,−→v ) ∈ Un.
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Lemma 20 For any 2 ≤ k ≤ n + 1, we have the identities Tˆn+2,k+1 ◦ εn =
εn+2 ◦ Tˆn,k and Tˇn,k+1 ◦ εn = εn−2 ◦ Tˇn−2,k
Proof.
First identity: Tˆn+2,k+1 ◦ εn = εn+2 ◦ Tˆn,k.
For an arbitrary (R,−→v ) ∈ Un, let (R1,
−→v 1) = εn(R,
−→v ), (R2,
−→v 2) =
Tˆn+2,k+1(R1,
−→v 1), (R
′
1,
−→v ′1) = Tˆn,k(R,
−→v ) and (R′2,
−→v ′2) = εn+2(R
′
1,
−→v ′1).
We want to check (R2,
−→v 2) = (R
′
2,
−→v ′2).
R2 = Bn+2,k+1R1B
t
n+2,k+1 +Dn+4,k+1
= Bn+2,k+1(EnRE
t
n + Fn+2)B
t
n+2,k+1 +Dn+4,k+1
= Bn+2,k+1EnRE
t
nB
t
n+2,k+1 +Bn+2,k+1Fn+2B
t
n+2,k+1 +Dn+4,k+1
= En+2Bn,kRB
t
n,kE
t
n+2 + Fn+4 + En+2Dn+2,kE
t
n+2
= En+2(Bn,kRB
t
n,k +Dn+2,k)E
t
n+2 + Fn+4
= En+2R
′
1E
t
n+2 + Fn+4
= R′2
−→v 2 = Bn+2,k+1 ∗
−→v 1
= Bn+2,k+1 ∗ (En ∗
−→v )
= (Bn+2,k+1En) ∗
−→v
= (En+2Bn,k) ∗
−→v
= En+2 ∗ (Bn,k ∗
−→v )
= En+2 ∗
−→v ′1
= −→v ′2
Second identity Tˇn,k+1 ◦ εn = εn−2 ◦ Tˇn−2,k.
For an arbitrary (R,−→v ) ∈ Un, let (R1,
−→a ) = εn(R,
−→v ), (R2,
−→
b ) =
Tˇn,k+1(R1,
−→a ), (R′1,
−→a ′) = Tˇn−2,k(R,
−→v ) and (R′2,
−→
b ′) = εn−2(R
′
1,
−→a ′).
We want to check (R2,
−→
b ) = (R′2,
−→
b ′).
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R2 = [B
t
n,k+1R1Bn,k+1]
2
= [Btn,k+1(EnRE
t
n + Fn+2)Bn,k+1]
2
= [Btn,k+1EnRE
t
nBn,k+1 +B
t
n,k+1Fn+2Bn,k+1]
2
= (En−2B
t
n−2,kRBn−2,kE
t
n−2 + Fn)
2
= En−2B
t
n−2,kRBn−2,kE
t
n−2En−2B
t
n−2,kRBn−2,kE
t
n−2
+En−2B
t
n−2,kRBn−2,kE
t
n−2Fn + FnEn−2B
t
n−2,kRBn−2,kE
t
n−2 + F
2
n
= En−2R
′
1E
t
n−2 + Fn
= R′2
−→
b = R2 ∗ [(B
t
n,k+1 ∗
−→a )⊕ (ek ∗ x˜k+1)]
= (En−2R
′
1E
t
n−2 + Fn) ∗ {[B
t
n,k+1 ∗ (En ∗
−→v )]⊕ (ek ∗ x˜k+1)}
= En−2R
′
1E
t
n−2 ∗ [(B
t
n,k+1En ∗
−→v )⊕ (ek ∗ x˜k+1)]
∨Fn ∗ [(B
t
n,k+1En ∗
−→v )⊕ (ek ∗ x˜k+1)]
= En−2R
′
1 ∗ {E
t
n−2 ∗ (En−2B
t
n−2,k ∗
−→v )⊕ (Etn−2ek ∗ x˜k+1)}
∨(FnEn−2B
t
n−2,k ∗
−→v )⊕ (Fnek ∗ x˜k+1)]
= En−2R
′
1 ∗ [(E
t
n−2En−2B
t
n−2,k ∗
−→v )⊕ (ek−1 ∗ x˜k+1)]
= En−2R
′
1 ∗ [(B
t
n−2,k ∗
−→v )⊕ (ek−1 ∗ xk)]
= En−2 ∗
−→a ′
=
−→
b ′
Here x˜k+1 = ¬r˜k,k+2 ∗ (ak ∧ ak+2) ⊕ r˜k,k+2 ∗ ϕ(ak+1) where r˜k,k+2 =
etkR1ek+2.
Since 1 < k, k+2 < n+2 we have that r˜k,k+2 = rk−1,k+1 and ak = vk−1,
ak+1 = vk and ak+2 = vk+1. Thus x˜k+1 = xk.
Corollary 21 Let F : PIM −→ PIM be the functor which sends Tˆn,k and
Tˇn,k to Tˆn+2,k+1 and Tˇn+2,k+1 (respectively). Then
1. For any T ∈ hom(Un,Um), εm ◦ T = F (T ) ◦ εn.
2. For any T ∈ hom(O1,O1) (note that U1 = O1), T ([1], ∅) = ([1],x) ⇒
Tˇ1,2 ◦ F (T ) ◦ Tˆ1,2([1], ∅) = ([1], ϕ(x)).
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Proof.
1. This follows immediately from the previous lemma and the definition of
the functor F .
2.
Tˇ1,2 ◦ F (T ) ◦ Tˆ1,2([1], ∅) = Tˇ1,2 ◦ F (T )



 1 0 10 1 0
1 0 1

 ,

 ∅∅
∅




= Tˇ1,2 ◦ F (T ) ◦ ε1([1], ∅)
= Tˇ1,2 ◦ ε1 ◦ T ([1], ∅)
= Tˇ1,2 ◦ ε1([1],x)
= Tˇ1,2



 1 0 10 1 0
1 0 1

 ,

 ∅x
∅




= ([1], ϕ(x))
Note that Tˇ1,2 ◦F (T ) ◦ Tˆ1,2 is the representation of tˇ1,2 ◦F (t) ◦ tˆ1,2
8 which
corresponds to the encirclement of the morphism t.
In summary we see that the representation of a system of non-singular
planar curves is a morphism in hom(O1,O1), but this is determined by a
single value. This means that the representation gives an application of the
monoid of systems of non-singular planar curves hom(∅, ∅) to the monoid
of the representation M. To a morphism t ∈ hom(∅, ∅) we associate the
value v(t) ∈ M such that ([1], v(t)) = T ([1], ∅) where T ∈ hom(O1,O1) is
the representation of t. This application is a monoid morphism (v(t1 ◦ t2) =
v(t1)⊕v(t2)) as we have seen (see corollary 17), and furthermore, the function
ϕ is what corresponds in M to the operation of encircling a system of curves
by another curve (see corollary 21), i.e. v(〈t〉) = ϕ(v(t)) where 〈t〉 denotes
the encirclement of the morphism t.
We are going to study this application in the following two particular
cases.
First case: the monoid is the natural numbers with the usual multipli-
cation as the operation of the monoid and with the division order giving the
lattice structure; the function ϕ is the function that sends a number n to the
nth prime number.
8Here the functor F is defined in the same way for PT as it was for PIM.
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We are going to see that, for systems of non-singular planar curves, the
application is a monoid isomorphism (and thus is a complete invariant for
such systems). This means that two systems of curves with the same value
are equivalent (isotopic). Let us prove this by induction on the value v(s) = n
of the system s. Note that it only remains to prove that the application is
bijective.
First we observe that if a morphism s ∈ hom(∅, ∅) is irreducible (and thus
is encircled) then v(s) is a prime number.
If v(s) = 1 then s is the empty system of curves (the identity in hom(∅, ∅))
because a non-empty system of curves is a non-empty composition of irre-
ducible morphisms therefore it has a non-empty product of prime numbers as
value v (i.e. v(s) > 1). This implies that if a morphism has a prime number
as value then it is irreducible. Thus an encircled morphism is irreducible.
Now let v(s1) = v(s2) = n, and suppose by the induction hypothesis that,
for k < n, v(s1) = v(s2) = k implies s1 = s2.
If n is a prime number (say the kth prime) then s1 and s2 are irreducible
(encircled), that is s1 = 〈s3〉 and s2 = 〈s4〉 and v(s3) = v(s4) = k. Thus, by
the induction hypothesis, s3 = s4 and therefore s1 = s2.
If n is a composite number then s1 and s2 factorize into the same irre-
ducible morphisms because if an irreducible morphism s3 is a factor of s1 then
v(s3) is a prime number that divides n and, by the induction hypothesis, s3
is the unique morphism with value v(s3), therefore s3 is also a factor of s2.
The same argument can be used to prove that each factor appears in s1 and
s2 the same number of times. We only need to do the following exercise to
conclude that s1 = s2.
Exercise 1 Show that the monoid hom(∅, ∅) is commutative.
Second case: the monoid is the non-negative integer numbers with the
usual sum as the operation of the monoid and with the usual order giving
the lattice structure; the function ϕ is the function that sends a number n
to its successor n+ 1.
We are going to see that, for a system of non-singular planar curves s,
v(s) is simply the number of curves of s.
This is very easy because, since the application v is uniquely determined
by the relations v(s1 ◦ s2) = v(s1) + v(s2) and v(〈s〉) = ϕ(v(s)) = v(s) + 1,
we only need to observe that the number of curves ν(s) of a system of curves
s satisfies the relation ν(s1 ◦ s2) = ν(s1) + ν(s2) and ν(〈s〉) = ν(s) + 1.
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